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Abstract

The danger of surface-to-air defenses grows as the nature of US conflicts continues to change. Ground based defenses promise attrition while forcing air forces into standoff range. Furthermore, ground-based defenses cost less and require less training than airborne systems; definite advantages for third world adversaries. Coalition performance in the Gulf War showed future adversaries that they would suffer tremendously by trying to match symmetrically US airpower capability. US strategists should expect enemy systems in the future aimed at causality sensitivity in situations where US vital interests are not at stake. These issues illuminate the need to make defense suppression a planning priority to ensure air superiority.

Although air superiority relies on defeating both the air-to-air and surface-to-air defense, this study examines only one element in the quest for air superiority -- the suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD). This study determines how SEAD operational objectives change with the nature and maturity of an air campaign.

This research logically flows through three phases to illustrate and categorize SEAD objectives and strategy. First, phase is a historical review of suppression operations significant to US strategy development from W.W.II to the present, focusing on enduring truths that emerge concerning suppression operations. This examination of suppression’s role concentrates on how airpower adjusted to the recurring measure-countermeasure struggle. Of particular importance is the evolution of suppression theory and doctrine. Focus of the review is the development of the concepts of opportune, localized, and campaign SEAD.
The second phase provides an analysis of ground-based defense employment and functions. Systems based on centralized, semi-autonomous, and autonomous control were analyzed. Identifying highly dependent subsystems offers the potential for inducing cascading effects or significant system disruption. Analysis of these three air defense control methods, shows inherent strengths and weaknesses depending on the nature of control and type of SEAD operations.

The third phase is an evaluation of the components of airpower that comprise SEAD capability. This study focuses on the value of knowledge in the conduct of SEAD by examining commander preferences using a value model to understand how the nature of the threat, and the maturity of the air campaign, change the significance of knowledge. Value modeling, or multi-attribute analysis, allows a quantification of preferences by separating them into attributes with defined measures of merit and utility. The value model clearly highlights the elementary factors that facilitate the gathering of information for defense suppression. Motivation for building and evaluating the SEAD model was to lend some insight into the mission’s complexity, while complementing the commander’s intuitive thinking.

The study of SEAD history, air defense systems, and value modeling, is to emphasize to the strategist the nuances of SEAD airpower application throughout the duration of an air campaign.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The gaining of air superiority is the first requirement for the success of any major land operation....In this way only can destructive and demoralizing air attacks against land forces be minimized and the inherent mobility of modern land and air forces be exploited to the fullest.

Field Manual 100-20, July 1943

Air superiority is the single most influential element in deciding the outcome of modern conventional war. Command of the air is also an essential operational enabler in military operations other than war. Airpower theorists from Giulio Douhet to Col. John Warden emphasize the primacy of air superiority.1 Gaining it is not an end in itself; achieving air dominance is useful only with the ability and will to exploit it. Air superiority is no more than a means to an end, providing the opportunity for direct attack on enemy centers of gravity.2

Air superiority is not an abstract quality espoused merely by airpower theorists, but is also stressed in joint and service doctrine. Joint doctrine also stresses its importance. Joint Pub 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations, states that air and maritime superiority enable and enhance joint operations and should normally be attained early in a campaign.3

Surface based air defenses are one of the most serious threats to gaining and maintaining air superiority. In combat, they account for significantly more than half of the total threat to establishing air superiority.4 In every war since World War I, ground defenses killed more American aircraft than fighters.5 Depending on the conflict, ground-based defenses account for 50-88% of US aircraft losses.6 Although these percentages
are high, it is important to consider that overall attrition rates have substantially declined since World War II. Unfortunately, even with reduced attrition, surface-based defenses provide a major obstacle to gaining and exploiting air superiority.

The danger of surface-to-air defenses grows as the nature of US conflicts continues to change. According to James Dunnigan in *How to Make War*, the demise of Soviet air forces has eliminated the most serious threat to US air superiority, placing the burden of defense on ground based guns and missiles. Ground based defenses promise attrition while forcing air forces into standoff range. Furthermore, ground-based defenses cost less and require less training than airborne systems; definite advantages for third world adversaries. Coalition performance in the Gulf War showed future adversaries that they would suffer tremendously by trying to match symmetrically US airpower capability. US strategists should expect enemy systems in the future aimed at causality sensitivity in situations where US vital interests are not at stake. These issues illuminate the need to make defense suppression a planning priority to ensure air superiority.

Although air superiority relies on defeating both the air-to-air and surface-to-air defense, this study examines only one element in the quest for air superiority -- the suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD). This study determines how SEAD operational objectives change with the nature and maturity of an air campaign. Motivation is to capture rationale and logic used to determine SEAD priorities and objectives providing a useful source document for planners and analysts.

**Significance**

Although the USAF has shown constant improvement in defense suppression capability, little experience is codified outside the classified arena to aid defense suppression study. USAF operational level suppression doctrine is virtually non-existent, leaving the planner to search through tactical manuals to determine basic suppression strategy. Air Force Doctrine Document 10, *Counterair Operations*, addresses the importance of SEAD for combat operations, but provides little guidance on planning SEAD operations. Multi-Command Manual (MCM) 3-1 Series manuals provide
tactical guidance to mission planners, but offers less guidance for strategy development. In addition, the classification of MCM 3-1 stifles the open discussion of defense suppression practices. Although Joint Doctrine provides an excellent foundation for understanding SEAD, it falls short in providing a framework for analyzing and formulating suppression strategy. This study provides a framework for developing a comprehensive SEAD strategy, as part of an overall air operation, by isolating objectives and sub-objectives that illustrate what makes SEAD a success.

**Basic Concepts**

SEAD is a subset of the offensive counterair (OCA) mission aimed at neutralizing enemy ground based air defenses. SEAD, as defined by Joint Pub 3-01.4, is any activity that neutralizes, destroys, or temporarily degrades air defenses by destructive or disruptive means. SEAD, like air superiority, is not an end to itself, but creates favorable conditions for all friendly air operations. SEAD operations fall into three categories: Campaign SEAD, localized suppression, and opportune suppression. Campaign SEAD creates increasingly favorable conditions for friendly operations by disabling enemy air defense systems, producing long term theater wide effects. Localized suppression, normally with specified time and space limitations, supports specific operations or missions. Opportune suppression includes self-defense and offensive attacks against enemy air defense targets of opportunity.

Additionally, SEAD methods are defined as either destructive or disruptive. Destructive operations ensure the long term degradation of enemy air defenses by destroying the target system or operating personnel. The effects are cumulative and increase overall survivability, but may place large demands on available combat forces. Destructive measures predominate in campaign SEAD. Disruptive means, on the other hand, seek to temporarily deny, degrade, deceive, delay, or neutralize enemy air defense systems to increase aircraft survivability. Disruption is typically seen in localized operations. Opportune SEAD could be either destructive or disruptive depending on aircraft weapon load and objectives.
Measures closely related but not classically defined as SEAD include electronic mutual support. Electronic warfare (EW) includes command and control warfare, radar jamming, and electronic protection. EW is an inseparable protection measure while attempting to suppress enemy air defenses.\textsuperscript{17}

**Methodology**

This research logically flows through three phases to illustrate and categorize SEAD objectives and strategy. First, phase is a historical review of suppression operations significant to US strategy development from W.W.II to the present, focusing on enduring truths that emerge concerning suppression operations. Emphasis is on operations that had an impact on USAF suppression development. This examination of suppression’s role concentrates on how airpower adjusted to the recurring measure-countermeasure struggle. Of particular importance is the evolution of suppression theory and doctrine. Focus of the review is the development of the concepts of opportune, localized, and campaign SEAD in comparison to the nature of air defense command and control.

The second phase provides an analysis of ground-based defense employment and functions. Basic air defense structure and functions provide a framework for systems analysis. This systems analysis identified highly dependent subsystems, or functions, throughout the air defense system by rating their importance to overall system performance. Identifying highly dependent subsystems offers the potential for inducing cascading effects or significant system disruption. Analysis of three air defense control methods, shows inherent strengths and weaknesses depending on the nature of control and type of SEAD operations.

The third phase is an evaluation of the components of airpower that comprise SEAD capability against projected threats. This study focuses on the value of knowledge in the conduct of SEAD by examining planner preferences using a value model to understand how the nature of the threat, and the maturity of the air campaign, change the significance of knowledge. Value modeling, or multi-attribute analysis, allows the decision-maker to weigh preferences by separating them into attributes with defined
measures of merit and utility. This approach develops an analysis technique that links qualities and quantities into a single model. The value model clearly highlights the elementary factors that facilitate the gathering of information for defense suppression. As a serendipity, the particular value-model chosen illustrates one means of codifying, quantifying, and using these elementary factors to highlight value tradeoffs throughout the various stages of a SEAD operation. The ultimate purpose, though, is to emphasize to the strategist the nuances of airpower SEAD application throughout the duration of an air campaign.

Limitations

This study aims at tearing air defense systems and air suppression capabilities apart, exposing the very essence of what makes SEAD effective. The study’s scope limits access to classified material. It omits national intelligence information and classified military studies so that the paper can remain unclassified. Open sources such as Jane’s Information Group and Journal of Electronic Defense provided information concerning air defenses and specific weapons systems capability. Open access will allow a wider readership and open dissemination of the ideas presented.

Additionally, the SEAD was completely value-modeled for only the knowledge oriented tasks. To completely understand the complexity and performance tradeoffs that a commander must make, the entire SEAD mission should be modeled. Time and space constraints limited this study to only information oriented tasks.

Notes


3 Joint Pub 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations, 1 February 1995, IV-5.

Notes


7 US attrition rate to AAA was less than 2% in the European theater during WWII. Robert Frank Futrell, Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine: Basic Thinking in the United States Air Force 1907-1960, Volume I, (Maxwell AFB, AL: Air University Press, 1989), 156. Air Force, Marine Corps and Navy flak losses of 1,087 aircraft on 736,439 sorties in Korea amounted to a rate of 0.15%. Werrell, 74-75. Attrition to surface defenses for the Gulf War was approximately .045% Gulf War Airpower Survey, Vol 5, 651.

8 Even with reduced attrition rates, the political impact of one downed aircraft can be staggering. Depending on the political nature of the conflict one failure may have immense consequences on conflict execution. Maj Gen John Corder (Ret), CENTAF Deputy for Operations during Desert Storm, interviewed by author, 15 April 97.


10 One of the more interesting studies of the Gulf War is by Brig V.K. Nair, War in the Gulf: Lessons for the Third World, (New Delhi: Lancer International, 1991) which aims at asymmetric strategies for defeating US dominance.


14 This study uses the term Campaign SEAD versus the joint term Area of Responsibility (AOR)/Joint Operations Areas (JOA) Area Defense Suppression for two reasons. First, Campaign SEAD is the common terminology at the user level and in many technical and professional journals. Second, the Joint Staff acronym hides the intent of the area suppression effort. Area suppression is a large campaign, or operation, aimed at neutralizing the defense system as a whole. The joint staff AOR acronym does not make this distinction clear.

15 Joint Pub 3-01.4, I-1.

16 Ibid., I-6.

17 Ibid., I-7.

Chapter 2

SEAD Development

Doctrine is a codified set of beliefs on what has usually worked best in the past. It is a compilation of experiences, or lessons, to shape the mind of the commander while providing a foundation for strategy, tactics, and training. SEAD doctrine contained in Joint Pub 3-01.4, Joint Tactics Techniques and Procedures (JTTP) for the Joint Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses, records the suppression lessons necessary for the employment of airpower against surface defenses and provides a framework for strategy development. This section traces the development of SEAD operations, and provides a historical background for understanding the nature of SEAD and its doctrine.

Overview

Air Force suppression development was slow initially due to a lack of adequate equipment and doctrine. Early methods to protect aircraft from ground-fire were mostly reactive. Efforts to neutralize antiaircraft artillery (AAA) from the air were largely ineffective due to inaccurate fire against entrenched ground defenses, but coordinated artillery fire against AAA proved somewhat effective. AAA countermeasures such as chaff and high-altitude avoidance predominated, but bombing accuracy and effectiveness suffered. The Korean war saw a continuance of the suppression struggle. Unfortunately, the USAF took two years to develop joint suppression techniques similar to those used in the close of W.W.II. Since the W.W.II lessons were not codified, crewmembers had to relearn them through experience.

USAF involvement in Vietnam, and the introduction of an effective surface to air missile spurred the service into taking defense suppression more seriously. SAM threats
forced the USAF, and other services, into a more proactive approach towards ground defenses. The USAF developed effective techniques at countering SAMs, but due to political constraints these efforts remained localized. The first true SEAD campaign effort was Linebacker II, but it developed as a reaction to high aircraft losses, not as a necessary condition for beginning the offensive air campaign.

The Israeli experience also provided many lessons to the USAF in developing suppression tactics. The Yom Kippur War of 1973 showed the effectiveness of SAMs in denying air superiority and the effectiveness of joint air/ground operations. Bekka Valley in 1982, displayed the effectiveness of campaign SEAD in the opening minutes of an air operation. Additionally, it highlighted the synergistic effects of training and intelligence.

Desert Storm showed the efficacy of campaign SEAD combined with a persistent application of localized and opportune suppression. A swift theater wide SEAD application effectively neutralized the Iraqi air defense system in the opening minutes of the war. SAM sites were further suppressed and harassed through a continuing series of smaller SEAD efforts. SEAD effectively neutralized the significant threat posed by Iraqi ground defenses.

**Early Theory**

Despite the effectiveness of AAA in W.W.I, postwar airpower doctrine surprisingly neglected efforts to neutralize ground defenses. Apparently, rapid aircraft advancements in speed and altitude overcame the effectiveness of artillery advancement and caused airpower advocates to discount the effectiveness of enemy ground defenses. Gulio Douhet, the father of early strategic airpower theory, minimized the impact of the World War I lessons. Not foreseeing the advent of radar, he theorized that aviation flexibility made ground defenses obsolete. In the United States, Brigadier General William “Billy” Mitchell advocated a similar proposition -- observing that ground defenses waste limited defense dollars. He believed advances in aircraft technology far outweighed advances in AAA. Although Mitchell advocated AAA as a small part of a layered defense, he discounted the effectiveness of AAA alone against striking aircraft.
The Army Air Force (AAF) entered World War II believing in the survivability of bombers against defenses. Although this belief was not universal, AAF doctrine showed little concern for the effect of AAA on bomber missions. Bomber success assumed inadequate ground reaction time, giving the aircraft the advantage of surprise. They presumed static defenses, condemning the adversary to an inherently weak defense everywhere. The introduction of radar mitigated the advantage of surprise, making air defenses much more potent.

Lessons Relearned: World War II and Korea

World War II

Both the Allies and Axis attempted active suppression efforts during the war, but passive efforts, such as chaff and avoidance, remained more effective in protecting against AAA. The Germans attempted the first use of campaign SEAD during the Battle of Britain. The Luftwaffe attempted to destroy British early warning radar sites during early phases of the battle to “knock out the enemy's eyes,” but they soon discontinued the apparently unsuccessful attacks. However, unknown to the Luftwaffe, these attacks actually put significant stress on the British air defense system and further efforts could have crippled the British air defense. IX Tactical Air Command enjoyed some success in localized flak suppression with Army Ground Forces artillery, but altitude, avoidance, and maneuver remained more effective tactics. Air suppression efforts in support of operation Market Garden (a three division airborne assault behind German lines in 1944) were less successful. Flak suppression succeeded on the first day of the operation, but losses mounted as the Germans countered Allied tactics. Allies lost 104 aircraft to flak on a total of 4,320 sorties (2.4%), but more disturbing, of those 104 lost, 37 were on the 646 suppression sorties (5.7%). A U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe report after Market-Garden listed air suppression as ineffective, and concluded that alternate measures were more practical. These measures, altitude, evasive maneuvers, chaff, and ECM were more effective by forcing the Germans to use degraded firing modes, decreasing AAA accuracy.
World War II confirmed that AAA, coupled with radar, was hazardous to aircraft operations, counter to the Mitchell and Douhet theories. In the European theater, from August 1942 to May 1945, the AAF lost 4,274 planes to enemy aircraft fire and 5,380 to AAA fire. Masking the significance of AAA fire was the fact that total losses were less than 2 percent of total sorties -- apparently American leaders accepted this as the price of doing business. Allied airmen knew that flak was a problem, but active suppression was costly in terms of lives and mission effectiveness; subsequently, passive measures prevailed.

Korea

The Korean War saw little advancement from W.W.II in the ability to suppress AAA. Korea had neither the quantity of AAA nor the integration of warning devices seen in Germany, but was still able to significantly hinder U.S. operations. United States Far Eastern Air Forces (FEAF) initially saw flak as ineffective in denying air superiority. Unfortunately, hostile ground fire necessitated high altitude operations, reducing bombing accuracy. Although the U.S. maintained air superiority, they required more sorties to destroy a target. The loss rate to AAA was a minimal 0.17 percent, but out of 1,230 U.S. losses, all but 143 were due to ground fire. Again, the low attrition rate masked the effectiveness of AAA. Although 5th Air Force considered these aircraft combat losses acceptable, flak damage placed a severe burden on combat capability. General Glenn O. Barcus, 5th Air Force Commander, and Admiral J.J. Clark ordered a 3,000 foot minimum altitude to reduce AAA damage. The increased recovery altitude caused an appreciable decrease in bombing accuracy. Americans learned that AAA could still hinder air superiority exploitation.

USAF attempts at localized suppression, in Korea, were a response to rising losses and not from any study W.W.II experience. The Air Force took two years to establish coordinated air-ground tactics similar to those used in W.W.II. The Air Force and Army finally combined for operation SUPPRESS to subdue flak near front-line operations. These combined arms attacks reduced aircraft losses despite heavy AAA concentration in the IX Corps region. During a one month experiment, the USAF lost only one aircraft on 1,816 close air support sorties (CAS) compared to planning figures of
one loss per 380 CAS sorties. Operation SUPPRESS showed the effectiveness of joint army-air operations in targeting enemy defense positions.

The Air Force entered Korea with but minor respect for AAA, but eventually saw the need to develop tactics directly against it. Commanders could more effectively counter surface defenses by applying the lessons of World War II. The Korean experience showed that AAA was still dangerous. AAA effectively degraded FEAF bombing performance by forcing formations to bomb at night, in poor weather, or from high altitude. Additionally, sortie effectiveness diminished due to the need to focus 5 to 15 percent of a strike effort towards localized defense suppression. Precision guided munitions development began to provide more effective bombing from the sanctuary outside AAA range. Overall, American forces left the Korean theater with the same increased respect for flak that they had after World War II, using virtually the same approaches. Unfortunately it took them several years to relearn these tactics. Once again, no concerted post-war doctrinal effort was devoted to SEAD.

The Genesis of Modern SEAD: Vietnam and The Yom Kippur War

Vietnam

On 24 July 1965, the nature of air combat changed significantly with the downing of a USAF F-4C by a Vietnamese SA-2. Although SA-2s had already shot down two American U-2 reconnaissance aircraft, tactical forces over Vietnam were unprepared to handle this new threat. Prior to the introduction of surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) in Vietnam, suppression strategy remained basically unchanged since W.W.II. With the introduction of SAMs, the sanctuary of altitude no longer protected aircraft from surface-based defenses. Until July 1965, the U.S. maintained air superiority through a conventional effort against NVA MIG-15s while conceding the lowest altitudes to the North’s AAA. SAMs, on the other hand, denied the U.S. high sanctuary and drastically increased the effectiveness of AAA by driving aircraft to lower altitudes where SAMs were ineffective. With these resources, the Vietnamese affected the U.S. air campaign in two significant ways. First, SAMs forced U.S. aircraft to fly inside the AAA range
reducing weapons accuracy while increasing aircraft vulnerability.\textsuperscript{38} Second, attacks on highly defended targets were costly. AAA and small weapons fire downed a total of 455 aircraft by the end of 1966.\textsuperscript{39} Flak alone accounted for 132 fixed wing losses in 1965, and accounted for 66 percent of U.S. losses in the North, from 1965-1973.\textsuperscript{40} The subsequent U.S. transition to low-level daylight operations to avoid SAMs increased AAA effectiveness, and showed the difficulty in exploiting air superiority in a SAM environment.\textsuperscript{41}

Political limitations imposed by the Defense Department precluded campaign SEAD against the integrated defenses as a whole. General William Westmoreland, U.S. Military Assistance Command Commander, stated that John McNaughton, Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs, deemed the SA-2 introduction as a Soviet political ploy that would not be used against U.S. aircraft.\textsuperscript{42} This assessment politically limited Westmoreland from attacking SA-2 sites, unless for self-defense, for fear of a wider confrontation with the Soviets. Because of those restraints, rules of engagement never allowed attack on the entire integrated defense system.\textsuperscript{43} Air planners adopted a localized suppression strategy instead of removing the entire integrated defense threat using a SEAD campaign. NVA SAMs and AAA therefore continually challenged U.S. air superiority.

Localized suppression methods flourished because of the restrictions on wider efforts. More effective active suppression efforts emerged against SAMs, complementing the already established passive electronic countermeasure (ECM) measures. The U.S. initially used “Iron Hand” and “Wild Weasel” tactics to suppress the SAM threat to strike packages. Wild Weasels were F-100, F-105G, and finally F-4G aircraft outfitted with electronics to accurately detect, discriminate, and target hostile radars. Weasel aircraft disabled or neutralized threat emitters with anti-radiation missiles.\textsuperscript{44} Iron Hand missions, on the other hand, conventionally bombed SAM sites located by the Wild Weasels. The purpose of an Iron Hand mission was to decoy and disable SAMs, allowing an associated strike package to reach the target area.\textsuperscript{45}

Localized suppression missions were dangerous and required persistent application during a strike. The NVA turned SA-2 sites into AAA traps to lure the Iron
Hand missions; crews considered the missions extremely hazardous.46 However, General William W. Momyer, 7th Air Force Commander, while acknowledging the difficulty in assessing suppression effectiveness, credits success to the number of unengaged strike flights with Iron Hand missions in the area.47 U.S. aircraft also implemented preemptive launch of anti-radiation missiles to keep SAM radars off-line while strike aircraft transited. This tactic proved fairly effective with no instances of illumination and damage from a preempted SAM site from April to October 1972.48 Localized and opportune suppression proved effective in protecting strike packages.

A reduction of political restrictions in 1972 finally allowed the U.S. to conduct campaign SEAD. U.S. strikes against SAM sites, the mining of Haiphong harbor, and high intensity air attacks in tactical and strategic air campaigns resulted in the exhaustion of the North’s defensive capability. After suffering heavy B-52 losses on the first five nights of the campaign, the U.S. launched a concerted SEAD effort against the IADs on 26 December. Tactical aircraft attacked individual SAM sites and radars, while B-52s and F-111s targeted SAM storage sites.49 From 14 December to 29 December 1972, the North Vietnamese launched 1,285 SAMs that downed 15 B-52s and three other aircraft, but by 29 December they ran out of SAMs, leaving the country defenseless from air attack.50 An integrated, massive campaign made the North’s ground defenses ineffective.

Efforts toward air control in the Vietnam conflict changed the character of air warfare. Aircraft could no longer depend on the sanctuary of altitude unless SAMs were neutralized. Due to political constraints, the USAF initially countered with localized SEAD efforts. Target area defenses were suppressed to protect individual packages, but these efforts increased the requirement for support aircraft. By the end of Linebacker II, the USAF saw the benefits of a campaign suppression strategy. The integrated attacks against SAM storage, radars, and launch sites had a synergistic effect of dismantling North Vietnamese defenses. These efforts were finally highlighted in Air Force basic doctrine. The 1971 version of Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1 for the first time addressed the need for SEAD.51
Yom Kippur War

Events in the Sinai in 1973 again highlighted the need for a systematic approach to SEAD. Egypt and Syria attacked Israel on two fronts to impose on her a limited defeat. Arab strategy aimed at involving the superpowers in a negotiated settlement to reclaim territory lost in the ‘67 war.\textsuperscript{52}

Since the Egyptian Air Force had failed to protect the Army in the previous Six Day War (1967), the Army planned an armored offensive that would move only under the protection of a counterair missile umbrella. To protect assault forces, air defenses deployed in echelon using fixed SA-2 and SA-3 sites to provide protection for western Sinai forces, mobile SA-6 SAMs to provide forward coverage, and radar aimed ZSU-23 AAA to defend against low-flying aircraft.\textsuperscript{53} This protective envelope inflicted serious losses on the IAF. \textsuperscript{54} From October 6th to the 9th, Arab air defenses shot down more than 50 IAF aircraft.\textsuperscript{55} Complacency derived from their stellar success in 1967 caused the IAF to neglect SEAD and rely mainly on ECM for protection. Although the IAF used ECM equipment of U.S. design, they found it obsolete against newer generation defenses. The Israelis appreciated the threat of newer SA-6s and SA-8s, but overestimated their ability to deal with them. As a result, they used mainly Iron Hand tactics to destroy SAM sites.\textsuperscript{56} High losses and SAM density caused the IAF to pull back from these direct attacks, effectively, rendering bombing imprecise.\textsuperscript{57} The density of mobile air defenses covering the troops provided an effective air umbrella that facilitated offensive ground operations.

Israel eventually countered Egyptian and Syrian SAMs through a combined arms approach of mass and concentration.\textsuperscript{58} On the Syrian front, Israel used artillery fire to disable SA-6 batteries, creating holes for IAF exploitation. Aircraft destroyed air defense command and control sites but still sustained fairly heavy losses.\textsuperscript{59} On the Egyptian front, the bloody forward thrust of Egyptian armies allowed Israeli forces to counterattack into the Egyptian rear. Once behind the Egyptian Army, Israeli 175mm artillery and mobile forces destroyed four SAM sites.\textsuperscript{60} This opening achieved, the IAF destroyed 40 of the 55-60 SAM batteries in action. Contrary to conventional practice, ground forces made air superiority possible.
The Vietnam and the Yom Kippur wars showed the potential of ground defenses in denying air superiority by providing a lethal protective umbrella. Both air forces entered their respective conflicts with a localized SEAD doctrine; SAMs and AAA would be handled individually to protect aircraft in a package. ECM and anti-radiation missile shooters organized to facilitate limited strike package objectives. After the wars, doctrine in the U.S. shifted towards a methodical approach in targeting air defenses. The 1984 edition of AFM 1-1 cited SEAD as equal in importance to offensive and defensive counterair. As a sub-set of air superiority, a concerted effort towards the systemic destruction of air defenses gained favor in facilitating the entire air campaign.

**Offensive SEAD Campaigns: Bekaa Valley and Desert Storm**

**Bekaa Valley**

Nearly 10 years after the Yom Kippur War, the IAF once again went into large scale action in southern Lebanon. On 9 June 1982 a new era of SEAD began with an Israeli air campaign aimed at the Syrian defenses in the Bekaa Valley. The success of the campaign hinged on the outstanding preparation for the event. The IAF attack against Syrian SA-6 sites executed a combined arms plan that stressed planning, intelligence, training, command and control, and practice. Israeli forces used miniature remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) to detect and fix the location of Syrian SA-6 sites and emitters. The IAF spent nearly a year simulating strikes against mock SA-6 sites in the Negrev Desert to develop effective tactics and coordination. Israel entered the campaign with a clear understanding of the threat and a logically developed doctrine to counter it.

Israel achieved surprise using speed, mass and deception to overcome Syrian defenses. Boeing 707 and CH-53 helicopter standoff jammers disrupted Syrian radar and communications. High speed drones stimulated the SA-6 sites into activity while “Scout” mini-RPVs passed real time targeting back to airborne command aircraft. When SA-6 sites revealed their locations firing at the drones, RPV-aimed artillery fire harassed those sites. IAF strike aircraft continued the attack with anti-radiation missiles,
standoff munitions, cluster bomb units, and general purpose bombs. In this brief, yet intense attack the IAF destroyed 17 of 19 SAM sites without the loss of a single aircraft.

The Israelis showed that intelligence, planning, command and control, speed, and mass could turn a campaign oriented SEAD doctrine into a highly effective offensive strategy. The successful SEAD campaign, combined with offensive counterair against Syrian MIGs, produced Israeli air superiority. The integration of artillery attacks with air strikes, coordinated by an airborne command post with real-time intelligence, showed the synergistic effect of synchronized joint operations. The Bekaa Valley SEAD campaign, though limited in scope, marked a shift from a tactical package protection to an operational campaign doctrine. It showed the potential of campaign SEAD when aimed at high payoff systems.

**Desert Storm**

Desert Storm, like the Bekaa Valley campaign, showed the dominance of airpower, when predicated upon effective SEAD. The early success of the initial SEAD effort helped achieve of air superiority. With their air defenses neutralized, the Iraqis suffered under the full weight of allied airpower. Lt Gen Charles A. Horner, Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC), chose to strike air defense command and control as his primary objective in obtaining air superiority. The “absolute necessity of suppression of enemy air defenses” and “increased survivability through timely use of electronic combat” achieved this objective. Additionally, Maj Gen John Corder, CENTAF Deputy for Operations, stated his primary objective was to dominate the defenses with a massive attack that would paralyze the system.

The Allied Coalition defeated the Iraqi Air Defense Force and gained absolute control of the air. The Iraqis directed the integrated air defenses (IADs) from Baghdad through the Air Defense Force (IADF). It controlled fighters, SAMs, and AAA guns with a highly centralized system of command and control. Coalition intelligence analysis of Iraq’s defense capabilities highlighted their over-centralization. This particular employment doctrine weakness was crucial in the development of an effective SEAD strategy.
In the opening minutes of Desert Storm, the unrelenting SEAD application destabilized and then destroyed Iraqi air defenses. After the first 20 minutes of the war, the Iraqi IADs was ineffective even though most of its infrastructure was intact because command and control elements could not communicate. The SEAD effort was a truly joint effort. Army Apache helicopters attacked early warning radar sites in western Iraq, F-117 stealth fighters struck operations centers, and Navy cruise missiles pounded air defense command and control. With the IADs blinded and air defense command and control degraded, the Allies targeted individual SAM sites. Standoff jamming confused the radars while drones stimulated sites into attack. Once sites targeted the drones with radar, coalition aircraft launched over 200 high speed anti-radiation missiles (HARM) to disable them. As daylight arrived, conventional munitions attacks concentrated on SAM sites, radars, and air defense facilities. The cumulative result of this effort allowed Allied aircraft to operate with impunity at medium to high altitudes. The sanctuary stolen by SAMs in Vietnam was unequivocally recovered. Additionally, U.S. precision guided munitions (PGM) capability allowed it to more effectively use the high sanctuary -- making the SEAD success all the more significant.

Coalition ability to achieve mass, surprise, and shock critically aided the SEAD attack. They concentrated the appropriate mass to quickly disable and destroy Iraqi air defense targets. Stealth and cruise missile technology allowed the allies to achieve surprise and seize the initiative. Iraqi integrated air defenses crumbled under the surprise and shock from the intensity of attack.

Despite highly successful SAM suppression efforts, manportable (MANPAD) infra-red (IR) SAMs and AAA remained a deadly threat. NATO doctrine reflected the tradeoff in trying to suppress defenses in the dense European threat environment, and instead stressed low altitude ingress and weapons delivery. In the Gulf War, British forces suffered an especially high aircraft attrition employing weapons designed specifically for low altitude. The British Tornado force lost ten percent of its aircraft to AAA and MANPADS by flying low-altitude maneuvers. Overall, AAA and infra-red SAMs killed 22 out of the 38 aircraft lost in direct enemy action. Although AAA was dangerous at low altitudes, PGMs allowed the coalition to effectively target from the
safety of higher altitudes. AAA/MANPADs alone could no longer degrade bombing accuracy.

**Summary**

Airpower history provides some enduring truths, and rules of thumb to consider while countering ground based defenses. These truths are codified in Joint Publications for guiding future air campaign actions. This section traced the early attempt at campaign SEAD, and the localized methods that followed. The advent of the SAM showed the need to more proactively neutralize surface-based air defenses. Campaign SEAD eventually was possible with the introduction of more capable weapon systems and limited political constraints. To effectively counter surface defenses all three types of SEAD operations (campaign, localized, and opportune) are necessary, depending on the weapons system capability and political will.

The most significant conclusion of this historical study is the underestimation of the ability of short range air defenses (AAA/MANPADs) to affect air control. In every war since World War I, more American aircraft have been lost to AAA than to enemy fighters. The USAF has developed tactics and equipment that limits air-to-air losses to near zero. Hopefully, improved anti-radiation missiles, stealth, and precision guided munitions will provide the same advantage against surface defenses. The most important factor in decreasing losses to short range air defenses (SHORAD) is operating from medium to high altitudes. World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and the Gulf War proved that low-level operations against SHORAD defended threats is costly. Surprise and one-pass attacks limited AAA capability, but avoidance by altitude was the single most effective defense. Active AAA suppression was sometimes effective, but the low altitude losses usually drove these operations to medium altitudes. More effective SHORAD measures were avoidance and joint attack operations.

Second, joint operations proved highly successful in suppressing enemy air defenses. Artillery strikes in Korea, ground forces attack on SA-6s in the Sinai, Bekka Valley, and Desert Storm showed the synergism of joint operations. Surface-based air
defenses are optimized to defend against aircraft, providing a vulnerable target for ground and artillery attack.

Third, electronic warfare (EW) and SEAD are inseparable. The synergistic effects of SEAD and EW are boldly seen in both the Bekaa Valley and Desert Storm campaigns. SEAD and EW compliment each other in comparison to overall objectives. To gain the most impact from these assets they should be singularly managed when used as part of a defense suppression strategy.

Finally, intelligence is crucial to the effective defense suppression. Bekaa Valley and Desert Storm highlight the importance of developing a pre-war order of battle, combined with real-time threat information. The Six-Day war is equally telling of the surprises possible with lack of adequate intelligence. Proper intelligence allows the appropriate targeting of critical nodes, and allows strikes the greatest chance of success. Inadequate intelligence causes the planner to be reactive to threats, countering with whatever is available, rather than proactive, countering with the best weapon. Due to the importance of SEAD in gaining air superiority, intelligence gathering through national assets down to theater controlled RPVs should be of highest priority.
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Effective suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) operations requires a comprehensive knowledge of the targeted air defense system. The Israeli Air Force success in the Bekaa Valley, and coalition air forces' achievement in the Gulf War showed the impact of in-depth target analysis on suppression effectiveness. On the other hand, the initial Israeli losses to Arab SA-6s in the Yom Kippur War show the danger of overconfidence. A clear understanding of the nature of the defense system, including critical nodes and vulnerabilities, is key to disabling enemy ground defense systems.

An air defense system is the collection of personnel, sensors, weapons, and command, control, communication (C³) systems and processes that combine to detect and engage air threats. They provide destruction or neutralization of hostile air vehicles before they threaten forces and critical assets. Air defenses protect high value assets, strategic targets, key C³ nodes, and critical military units. They perform the function of active air defense, by taking direct defensive action to destroy attacking air and missile threats or reducing their effectiveness against friendly forces and assets.

Air defenses are either active or passive. Active air defense is direct action to engage air and missile threats, reducing their effectiveness against friendly assets. Active air defense measures include the use of aircraft and surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). Passive defenses, on the other hand, are nonlethal measures that minimize the effectiveness of an air attack. Deception, dispersion, and hardening are passive defense examples.

Since SEAD is the neutralization and destruction of enemy surface based air defenses, this section analyzes the surface element of an air defense system. A robust air
defense system combines both air and surface defense elements, but this study focuses on the systems that enable surface-based weapons to engage targets.

This section summarizes air defense systems’ roles and organization and offers a system level analysis of critical functions. A basic description of the functions and elements inherent in air defense systems offers the reader an understanding of the necessary tasks for successful target engagement. Then, a discussion of air defense control provides insight on how control methodology changes effectiveness and vulnerability. Finally, an analysis of surface-based defense systems highlights the potential impact of targeted subsystems on mission performance. A key element to the analysis will be the linkages of diverse elements in the system and the crucial roles that interconnections play. Real world defenses generally combine elements of the three control methods. Three notional air defense systems, centralized, semi-autonomous, and autonomous are used to span the concept. Abstract analysis of these systems provides the building blocks for the higher level analysis necessary for actual defenses. The nature of air defenses, whether SAM or AAA dependent, mobile or fixed, centralized or autonomous, and concentrated or dispersed, has significant impact on the development of air strategy. Understanding their nature is crucial to the gaining of air superiority.

**Surface-Based Defense Concepts**

The primary function of surface-based defense is to provide protection to forces and critical assets. Attriting enemy air vehicles is the primary mechanism for providing this protection. Attrition occurs by two means, physical and virtual attrition. Physical attrition, the actual destruction of attacking air vehicles, is the main purpose of an effective defense system. Figure 1 shows the impact of attrition rates on a force of 1000 aircraft flying 2 sorties per day over a 30 day period. Clearly, attrition rates of merely 1% (considered very good during W.W.II) still accumulate significant combat losses with a 30 day cumulative loss of 44%. Acceptable attrition rates depend on war objectives and national will, but today, few air forces could sustain 1 percent attrition.
In addition to actual losses, air defenses cause virtual attrition. Virtual attrition is the opportunity cost of providing force protection for offensive operations. It degrades offensive firepower by increasing the need for suppression or decreasing weapon accuracy due to standoff requirements. The greater the depth of the defenses, the higher the cost of suppression in offensive firepower lost. Aircraft weapon stations that could hold offensive ordinance must carry defensive pods and missiles for self-protection. In addition, bombing accuracy decreases due to the increased errors caused from bombing above AAA and manportable (MANPAD) range. Attackers must carry increased loads to achieve the same outcome, causing a virtual attrition of combat effectiveness.

Physical and virtual attrition influence the attacker’s cost-benefit calculus. Although surface defenses have never gained and maintained air superiority singularly, they can have a powerful effect on the attacker’s combat effectiveness. The attacker’s job is to optimize forces to provide an adequate balance between physical and virtual attrition. A high level of SEAD may effectively suppress defenses, but may not allow the appropriate economy of force to affect enemy critical vulnerabilities. On the other hand, a low level of self-protection may result in unacceptable physical attrition even though high value targets are killed.

In addition to force protection, a secondary mission of air defense systems is to provide operations security (OPSEC). FM 44-100, *US Army Air Defense Operations*, provides guidance on operations for the security role:

**Figure 1. Theoretical Attrition Rates Over 30 Days**
Air defense contributes to counterreconnaissance by destroying UAVs and aircraft conducting reconnaissance, intelligence, surveillance, and target acquisition (RISTA) operations against the force. Frequent moves disrupt the enemy command and control cycle. These measures help commanders protect their force from enemy observation throughout the conduct of operations.\textsuperscript{97}

In effect, the secondary function of air defense can be to “blind” the enemy by denying his surveillance, thus preserving the element of surprise.\textsuperscript{98}

**Air Defense Processes**

To perform its mission adequately, an air defense system must accomplish three major processes. First, it must be able to detect potential threats by finding and tracking them. Second, it must identify threats and provide control to sensors and weapons, linking weapon systems to detection systems. Finally, active defenses must engage and destroy threats with the weapons available, and report the results. The complexity of these processes depends on the type of air defense system, but all systems must accomplish these steps. Single weapon--single sensor, systems are less complex than multi-weapon--multi-sensor systems, but they still must detect, control, and engage.\textsuperscript{99}

Each of these air defense processes provides ample opportunity for SEAD exploitation.

---
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Adapted From: Robert H.M. Macfadzean, *Surface-Based Air Defense System Analysis*.

**Figure 2. Air Defense Engagement Processes**
The air defense processes of detect, control, and engage are further broken into tasks. Figure 2 shows the air defense tasks.

Discussion of the air defense tasks follows:

**Detection Tasks.** The detection process involves finding a potential threat and establishing an initial track so that the system can accomplish the control process.

*Search.* Searching is the process where a sensor inspects a given volume. A scanning search involves the sequential glimpsing of small portions of the search volume until it covers the entire volume. A continuous search focuses on the total search volume at all times. Typically, a continuous search volume is smaller than a scan search volume.100

*Detection.* Detection results when an operator or computer system discerns a new return from an active or passive air defense sensor. Detection systems include early warning radar, shorter range target acquisition radar, passive emissions, infra-red search and track, optical, and acoustic systems. Limited detection resources cover probable enemy attack axes.101

*Acquisition.* Detection is a single event that provides limited information. Acquisition is the repeated detection of a new target during several scans or over several seconds on a continuous look. It allows the sensor system to make a decision that a new target has appeared.102

*Tracking.* Tracking occurs when sufficient sensor information is available to determine aircraft heading and speed. Tracking generally begins outside the selected weapons range.103
Control Tasks. Once a contact is declared hostile, and the decision is made to prepare for engagement, the system transitions from detection to engagement. Control tasks define the process linking detection and engagement.

Identification. Friend or foe status determination begins by comparing new tracks to all known tracks. Defenses use various identification procedures to determine track intent. Identification methods include identification of friend or foe (IFF) system interrogation, non-cooperative target recognition,104 and visual recognition. Rules of engagement (ROE) describe the conditions under which air defense systems can engage targets.105

Tracking Sensor Association. Fused or filtered plots from multiple sources typically provide better track data for weapon engagement and battle management. Sensors are paired to threats for precision tracking based on the threat’s priority for engagement.106

Weapon Association. Like sensor assignment, weapons are paired to targets based on the threat’s engagement priority and the capability of available weapons. The assignment process becomes more critical with increasing number of weapons and threats because of overkill and underkill possibilities.107

Fire Control and Weapon Aiming. Fire control is the process of aiming the weapon so that a projectile or missile will hit the target. Firing doctrine determines the method of weapon employment. Two typical doctrines are “shoot-look-shoot” and “shoot-shoot-look.” Shoot-look-shoot conserves missiles by waiting for a kill assessment before re-engaging. Shoot-shoot-look, on the other hand, increases the cumulative probability of a kill by shooting two missiles before determining target kill status.108
**Engagement Tasks.** Engagement’s function is to inflict and assess damage on the threat air vehicle and close the loop by providing feedback to the air defense system.

**Launch.** Launch of a missile or projectile occurs after several criteria are met. For an effective launch, a weapon should have smooth target tracking, a valid fire control solution, a hostile target ID with the required degree of certainty, and an intercept range within the weapon’s range.\(^{109}\)

**Guidance and Control.** Most radar guided SAMs use some type of off-board guidance and control.\(^{110}\) Command guided SAMs require that the threat target and the SAM be simultaneously tracked by a ground site while the SAM site passes steering signals over a data link to the missile. Semi-active homing missiles steer towards reflected radar energy. They require that the threat be illuminated from the surface during the entire flight. Long range systems often employ a combination of command guidance and semi-active homing.\(^{111}\)

Some weapons receive little to no external guidance and control information. Infra-red missiles steer towards target heat sources while newer generation radar missiles, the SA-10 and Patriot for instance, steer by track-via-missile. The engagement radar initially tracks the missile and target, providing the missile with mid-course corrections. Then, an active radar seeker on the missile gives it terminal homing commands.\(^{112}\)

**Fuzing and Detonation.** Detonation occurs when a fuze detects the target and initiates the warhead. Contact fuzes initiate on contact with the target, while proximity fuzes use some type of timing or sensing mechanism to initiate detonation.\(^{113}\)

**Kill Assessment.** Kill assessment is the process of determining if the fired weapon successfully damaged the target. Considering this assessment a kill or no kill is declared
after some time interval. The fundamental problem is to reach a conclusion, quickly and with little chance of error, that a kill occurred. A successful kill assessment closes the loop on the air defense process.\textsuperscript{114}

\textbf{Command, Control, and Communications (C\textsuperscript{3})Systems}

Effective control of diverse systems requires the capability to collect, process, display, and communicate vast amounts of information while denying the enemy access to the same. C\textsuperscript{3} ties together the elements of the air defense system by providing the links between the detect, control, and engage processes. These systems expedite command and control functions through fast, reliable, flexible, and secure exchange of information throughout the system.\textsuperscript{115} A defense system needs to tie together its sensors and weapons to set priorities, assign weapons systems, conserve assets, and inflict the greatest attrition possible on the attacking force. To do this, its communications systems must have sufficient capacity, electronic countermeasures resistance, and flexibility to accommodate information exchange among levels of command, even when an intermediate level has been disabled.\textsuperscript{116}

The air defense processes, and the C\textsuperscript{3} link that joins them together form the functional elements to be analyzed shortly.

\textbf{Employment}

Air defense weapons are employed to provide either point, or area protection. Most air defense systems provide a combination of these coverages depending on the objectives of the air defense commander.
**Area.** Area defenses are typically arranged using a “belt” concept to engage the attacker far from critical targets. Area coverage allows the defense to engage the attacker during ingress into and egress from the area of responsibility. The main advantage of an area defense is that it provides for early engagement of attacking aircraft. Unfortunately, if the belt is breached, the entire area becomes vulnerable.\textsuperscript{117}

**Point.** Point, or cluster defenses, provide for engagements in critical terminal areas. Due to the immense cost of an area defense, many countries opt for clustered defenses. US and European nations have replaced full area coverage because they no longer have the assets to provide defense on this scale. Protection of specific vital areas replaces static lines of defense.\textsuperscript{118} Another advantage of point defenses is that the attacker is most susceptible in the target area. The major disadvantage of this employment is that the defender must act quickly to defend near critical targets.

The air defense commander will typically employ surface-based assets to provide some balance of area and point coverage.

**Methods of Control**

To understand how C\(^3\) systems affect system behavior and effectiveness, one must understand the difference between command, control, and the systems that support them. Command is the authority to direct forces to accomplish a mission. For the air defense mission, unity of command is usually established in an area air defense commander (AADC). Control, on the other hand, is the ability to direct forces. Finally, communications, computers, and communications (C\(^3\)) systems are means of providing command and control. Basically, command is a function, command and control a
This analysis concentrates on control methods and their supporting C3 systems.

The type of command and control profoundly affects system operation. Centralized command and control typically is more efficient but also more vulnerable to system failure through manipulation of a critical node. A collection of autonomous systems, on the other hand, is fairly robust because each operates independently, but is less efficient at employing resources. The effectiveness of semi-autonomous and autonomous command systems depends on the quality of training and the organizational ability for lower echelon commanders to fill informational gaps with initiative.

Centralized. Most air defense systems typically employ centralized control for two reasons. First, centralized control allows unity of effort and helps ensure the most effective use of limited assets. Army FM 44-100 lists centralized control as one of the basic tenets of air defense. According to the manual, “Centralized control is essential to ensure integration and coordination of all air defense assets...to maximize their collective effect on the battlefield. Centralized control also facilitates the synchronization of offensive and defensive operations within the Army and among all the participants in joint or multinational operations.”

Centralized control allows unity of effort allowing the defender to act across a wide spectrum, shielding critical assets with limited resources. It allows units to work together in depth, providing mutual support. The second reason for centralized control is security. Dictatorial regimes favor centralized control to maintain a close hold on all sources of military power.
Figure 3. Centrally Controlled Air Defense System.

Typically, integrated air defense systems are hierarchical allowing centralized control of air defense assets. Figure 3 shows an example of a hierarchical air defense system. The air defense operations center (ADOC) forms an overall view of the air situation, makes threat prioritization, and allocates defense assets accordingly. A number of sector operations centers (SOCs), established geographically, coordinate early warning data, and allocate assets provided by the ADOC. Finally command and reporting centers (CRCs) detect and track intruders with target tracking radars (TTRs) and associated systems, assign individual weapons to targets, engage targets, and report results. The net result is an integrated system that shares threat information and provides efficient control of the air battle.

The weakness of centralized systems is the potential for over-loading the decision making echelon resulting in failure of the overall air defense system. Without sufficient communications redundancy, or adequate flexibility in rules of engagement (ROE), lower level echelons can be isolated without sufficient information to perform their tasks.
Soviet-type systems, known for their centralized control, proved very vulnerable once isolated from the operations centers. Each air defense regiment has the capability to operate autonomously but does not have sufficient equipment redundancy or sustainability to operate autonomously for more than short periods of time. Fire units separated from command and control exacerbates the danger of fratricide due to the lack of identification information. Individual batteries become susceptible to coordinated air attack because of saturation and lack of early warning.

**Semi-Autonomous**. Semi-autonomous control enables air defense assets to maximize their individual capabilities and meet the extreme air and missile threat engagement timelines. Higher echelons centrally task units, but flexibility allows lower echelon commanders determine how to implement orders.

---

**Adapted From**: Group Captain M.B. Elsam, *Air Defence.*

**Figure 4. Semi-Autonomously Controlled Air Defense System**

Figure 4 shows a notional semi-autonomous air defense control. The ADOC does not have direct control and reporting with all air defense command elements, but can still
centrally task by using coordination routes between SOCs. Early warning and control and reporting information is still available through these sector coordination lines. Although the ADOC has lost direct control of some elements, it may maintain procedural control of lower echelons through rules-of-engagement (ROE).

Effective semi-autonomous systems require a higher level of hardware redundancy than centralized systems. Since ADOC fused detection and identification information may not be available, each sector should have a wider selection of these systems. Without additional indigenous capability, they become more susceptible to losing significant detection and control capability by losing a single system.

Establishing sound ROE and flexible communications systems allows effective semi-autonomous operations. Simple and unambiguous ROE provide a solid set of rules to follow in the heat of combat. ROE provide positive and procedural management directives that specify the circumstances in which engagement may take place. They enable the Area Air Defense Commander to retain control of the air battle, even without being in direct communications with lower echelons. A robust and redundant communications network allows transfer of control in the event of a node, or sector, failure. For effective semi-autonomous operations the C² system should provide “graceful degradation” to allow making combat decisions at progressively lower levels. Adequate training with ROE, and alternate information paths, allows the semi-autonomous to become a most flexible and difficult system to target.

**Autonomous.** Autonomous operation occurs when individual air defense operators and elements operate without direction from higher authority. ROE usually procedurally controls autonomous operations, but the individual site solely performs threat detection
and engagement. ADOCs and SOCs provide negligible positive control and information flow directly to the shooter. Numerous shooters may engage without coordination as targets emerge. Coordination between sites, if attempted, is a time consuming process due to a lack of C\(^2\) automation.\(^{132}\) Autonomous systems, due to lack of integration with outside early warning and acquisition systems, may lack the ability to locate and track attacking aircraft effectively.\(^{133}\) On the other hand, no single nodal degradation will cause significant degrade to a defense system composed of autonomous sites.

---

**Figure 5. Autonomously Controlled Air Defense System**

Figure 5 depicts a notional autonomously controlled air defense system. Individual air defense elements engage threats without direct control from higher echelons. Several elements may establish coordination, but they lack integration with the entire system.

**Air Defense Systems Analysis**

The JFACC planning staff has a wide range of analysis resources available to plan the targeting and exploitation of enemy air defense systems. The National Air
Intelligence Center, among other agencies, provides analysis for air targeting of enemy systems. They analyze not only limited hardware performance, but the human processes within a system. Their effort provides insight into the dynamic nature of country C\textsuperscript{2} processes and their influence on military effectiveness.\textsuperscript{134} The bulk of this analysis is classified and not available for general discussion. This study provides risk analysis, as presented by Maj Steven M. Rinaldi in *Beyond the Industrial Web: Economic Synergies and Targeting Methodologies*, and Charles Perrow, as quoted in “Command and Control at the Crossroads,” as a tool for performing a rough analysis on air defense systems.\textsuperscript{135} This analysis attempts to consider the system as a whole, while recognizing subsystem dependencies.

Risk analysis seeks to explain how subsystems interdependence affect macro system operation. The analyst determines system characteristics by classifying subsystems’ links and dependencies. The linkages between major subsystems or processes rank from tight to loose. Tightly coupled linkages refer to elements that are strongly dependent on one another. Disturbances tend to propagate through a tightly coupled system. Time-dependent processes typify tightly coupled systems. Loose coupling, on the other hand, implies relatively independent elements. Short term disturbances of loosely coupled elements have a minor impact on overall system performance.\textsuperscript{136} This study subjectively evaluated air defense subsystems using four criteria: time dependency, redundancy, hardiness, and criticality. Tightly coupled elements perform time critical processes, lack redundancy and hardiness, and are critical to macro system performance. The purpose of dynamic analysis, for the planner, is to determine subsystems that have tight couplings, promising system wide disturbances.
This study examined three notional defense systems based on the control concepts of centralized, semi-autonomous, and autonomous control. Since the control method links detection, control, and engagement tasks, the analysis assumes that as systems move from centralized to autonomous, task performance moves from the higher echelons (ADOCs) to the lower echelons (CRCs and batteries). For instance, an autonomous system CRC must provide for its own detection, identification, and engagement decisions, while in a centralized system these functions are performed at higher echelons. Most air defense systems combine these control methods depending on the phase and nature of a conflict.

**Centrally Controlled Air Defense System.**

Analysis of centrally controlled air defenses determined subsystem linkages indexed by the air defense processes. Table 1 displays the coupling of subsystems to overall defense system performance.\(^{137}\) The evaluation assumed that high level command echelons, ADOCs and SOCs, allocate information and weapons according to threat priority allowing efficient management of the defense. The ability of the system to operate without its normal centralized control depends on the training and quality of the personnel that operate the system, and the flexibility of the ROE to allow initiative at lower levels.
Table 1. Centralized Air Defense Process Linkages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Defense Element and Associated Functions</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Coupling to System Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ground Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>ADOC/SOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Airborne Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>ADOC/SOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passive Detection</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infra-Red Search and Track</td>
<td>SOC/CRC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Target Tracking Radar</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Optical Systems</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual Track</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identification Friend or Foe (IFF)</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-Cooperative Target Recognition (NCTR)</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual ID</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fire Control</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ROE</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personnel</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Missile Launch/Gun Fire</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command Guidance</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Independent Seeker Performance</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fuzing</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Kill Reporting</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and Control Communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Air Defense Operating Center</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sector Operating Center</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Reporting Center</td>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Control Network</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Battery Network</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main area of interest in targeting a centralized air defense system is command and control, and the communication systems that support it. The C³ tasks are tightly coupled, because their time dependency and overall system requirement. Defense performance suffers without information normally provided by the command and control net. With the control system intact, coordination between operations centers allows engagement prioritization for maximum effect. Degrading C³ increases time for individual batteries to detect and engage, allowing the attacker a window for exploitation. With highly centralized control, C³ degradation can deny early warning information to
SOCs and CRCs, allowing radar gap exploitation for the attacker while increasing fratricide probability for the defender. Field air defense units then become susceptible to isolation and exploitation. In many cases, procedural controls and rules of engagement (ROE) inhibit weapons designed to operate autonomously from doing so. Additionally, former Soviet Union fire control units traditionally rely on higher echelon processed information about targets, making fire control tightly linked to C³.

Other elements of the air defense system show tight coupling. For instance, the effectiveness of the system relies on adequate identification friend-or-foe procedures to sort friendly from threat aircraft. Degrades to IFF capability can insert a large amount of ambiguity into identification performance, slowing the detect-control-engage cycle. Personnel are essential to system operation. Highly trained, motivated personnel provide a significant measure of effectiveness. Attempts to demoralize personnel, especially at the ADOC and SOC level can significantly degrade performance.

However, many elements of the centralized system show loose coupling since redundancy or shifting of resources can compensate for system degradation. Detection subsystems loosely couple since the centralization of information allows redundancy in early warning capability. Other radars can compensate for the loss of a single ground early warning radar. Early warning information can be determined by fusing numerous acquisition and target tracking systems. Overall a centralized system offers the flexibility to compensate for the loss of any single detection system. No single detection system loss is likely to degrade the system severely. Engage functions are also loosely coupled. These functions, performed at the battery level, provide only minimal degradation to the
macro system. Therefore attackers should limit attempts at affecting individual sites, unless this would create opportunity to exploit higher payoff systems.

ROE couples loosely in a centralized system since the senior command element, by definition, has positive control over information and engagement decisions. However, if the system is overloaded or driven to semi-autonomous control, ROE has significant impact on system operation. Unfortunately, people that train with the expectation of positive control from above may not function well under semi-autonomous control even if the ROE provides for it.

Campaign SEAD on higher order command and control (ADOCs and SOCs), and communications offers the greatest prospect for a synergistic degrade of an IADS. Although loosely coupled, a massive attack on early warning can significantly degrade detection capability. A SEAD operation modeled after operations in the Gulf can cause system collapse allowing only pockets of resistance. If successful, the C³ attack drives the system towards autonomous operations. As the system operates more autonomously, lower echelon C² becomes a valuable target.
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Table 2. Semi-Autonomous Air Defense Process Linkages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Defense Element and Associated Functions</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Coupling to System Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ground Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>ADOC/SOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Airborne Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>ADOC/SOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passive Detection</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infra-Red Search and Track</td>
<td>SOC/CRC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Target Tracking Radar</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Optical Systems</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual Track</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identification Friend or Foe (IFF)</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-Cooperative Target Recognition (NCTR)</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual ID</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fire Control</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ROE</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personnel</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Missile Launch/Gun Fire</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command Guidance</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Independent Seeker Performance</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fuzing</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Kill Reporting</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and Control Communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Air Defense Operating Center</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sector Operating Center</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Reporting Center</td>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Control Network</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Battery Network</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system interactions change for a semi-autonomous defense due to the different control and information paths used. The evaluation of the system assumes that the SOC controls the air battle and information flow with less integration and fusion of information by the ADOC. Table 2 shows the subsystem coupling for a semi-autonomous defense.
Detection systems grow in importance as air defense moves towards semi-autonomous control. Local air defense commanders are less likely to have a picture of the entire air battle because lower echelons control information gathering. SOCs require more indigenous long range detection capability to compensate for lack of fused “big picture” information from the ADOC. Without the “big picture,” engagements become more time critical events. Early detection increases time availability since the correlated battle picture is not available from above. Early detection systems at the SOC level are less likely to redundant, making detection information more critical due to less alternate information paths.

Control tasks become more tightly coupled because the time for adequate identification and weapon allocation compresses. Less time is available to lower echelon commanders to detect and control the engagement before the target is in weapon employment range. Kill reporting becomes more critical as information redundancy decreases. ROE also becomes more critical because it becomes a primary method for the area air defense commander to control the air battle by prescribing approved engagement conditions. Along with time compression, the semi-autonomous system will likely have less redundancy for identification and will have to rely more on procedural identification measures.

The focus of C³ targeting moves down from the ADOC to sector control. Properly trained semi-autonomous units should suffer little degradation with the removal of the ADOC. Degrading sector communications, on the other hand, should degrade sector performance. In the same light, the removal of a SOC will have a significant
impact on systems performance, because CRCs and below would be forced to rely on their indigenous detect and control capability.

Engagement tasks still loosely couple to system performance, since any attempt to affect local, CRC or below, tasks will likely have only a small impact on overall system performance. For the same reason, short range tracking systems show loose coupling to overall system ability.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Defense Element and Associated Functions</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Coupling to System Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ground Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>ADOC/SOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Airborne Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>ADOC/SOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passive Detection</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infra-Red Search and Track</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Target Tracking Radar</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Optical Systems</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual Track</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identification Friend or Foe (IFF)</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-Cooperative Target Recognition (NCTR)</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual ID</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fire Control</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ROE</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personnel</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Missile Launch/Gun Fire</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command Guidance</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Independent Seeker Performance</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fuzing</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Kill Reporting</td>
<td>CRC/BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Command and Control Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Air Defense Operating Center</td>
<td>ADOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sector Operating Center</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Reporting Center</td>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Control Network</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Battery Network</td>
<td>BTY</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The autonomous air defense system evaluation assumes that control of the engagement occurs at the CRC or below. This does not discount the fact that the air
defense commander can have procedural control through ROE, but that he has no positive control over the weapons. Threat engagement decisions and information flow occurs at the lowest command levels with few inputs from supporting units.

In the autonomously controlled defense, the individual battery performance determines the effectiveness of the system. Control and engagement tasks become more important, because autonomous systems rely on no external source of detection or identification information. With little mutual support available, battery success and survival depends on the strength of the each engagement. Likewise, to defeat the system, the attacker must beat the system in one-on-one engagements. The engagement subsystems such as command and guidance, seeker performance, and fuzing affect the macro system performance. Degrading higher echelon command and control does little to degrade system performance since they are already separated procedurally. The battery depends on multi-role acquisition and tracking systems to cue weapon systems for engagement. The major disadvantage to the defense is that these warning systems do not usually provide long range coverage, therefore engagement timelines are further compressed. Additionally, these systems lack redundancy and hardiness at the battery level. One attack on a multi-role radar can render a site ineffective.

C³ is loosely coupled to system performance due to its independence from higher command elements. More important areas of C³ operation are information paths from the CRCs to the firing batteries. On the other hand, ROE critically determines system performance by procedurally tying it to higher command. An advantage of this system is that, if trained properly, its effectiveness does not diminish by removing higher levels of command. ROE and training determine system effectiveness.
Traditionally, the goal of campaign SEAD is to force air defense systems down to autonomous control allowing them to be more easily targeted. Once down, this is a weaker system than one that was designed to be autonomous. One word of caution to the planner, however, is that degrading poorly functioning centrally controlled systems can actually improve system performance by freeing the initiative of subordinate commanders.145

**Summary**

The function of an air defense system is provide force protection by engaging and destroying air threats. To perform this function the system must be able to detect, control, and engage targets with fielded weapons. Command and control communications ties the detection functions to the engagement elements for effective target engagement. Any decrease in the probability of performing any of the air defense elements decreases the probability of a successful intercept. Air defense systems employ either centralized, semi-autonomous, or autonomous control over their forces. Centralized systems are more able to detect and target intruders efficiently, but are more susceptible to disruption through attacks on command and control networks. Autonomous systems are generally less efficient, particularly if they are trained as centralized systems and degraded to autonomous operation. Generically, though, autonomous operations suffer less performance degrades when severed from communications.

This study evaluated three control methods using dynamic analysis to show the linkage between air defense elements and overall system performance. Table 4 is a summary of the subsystem interactions.
Table 4. Summary of Air Defense Subsystem Interactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Defense Element and Associated Functions</th>
<th>Centralized</th>
<th>Semi-Autonomous</th>
<th>Autonomous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Detection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ground Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Airborne Early Warning Radar</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passive Detection</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infra-Red Search and Track</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Target Tracking Radar</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Optical Systems</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual Track</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identification Friend or Foe (IFF)</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-Cooperative Target Recognition</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual ID</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fire Control</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ROE</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personnel</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Missile Launch/Gun Fire</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command Guidance</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Independent Seeker Performance</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fuzing</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Kill Reporting</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Command and Control Communications</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Air Defense Operating Center</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sector Operating Center</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Reporting Center</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Command and Control Network</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Loose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Battery Network</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>Tight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Important for the air planner to note is the coupling changes that occur depending on the amount of centralized control inherent.
**Future Trends**

Future air defense systems will try to “loosen” critical processes by countering vulnerabilities with increased redundancy and hardiness. One area promising rich reward is distributing communications to allow centralized control through decentralized communications links.\(^{146}\) Disrupting communications will become more difficult as systems become more redundant and disperse. Distributed networks, like the internet, will allow centralized control without the danger of being disabled through a critical node. The loss of a single node will cause only minor system degradation. Instead of addressing information through a central distribution system, the network passes messages by numerous routes making the it less vulnerable to a well-placed precision munition.\(^{147}\) Globally broadcast data will allow each user to sort for desired data providing a fully integrated air picture to users of all levels.\(^{148}\) Although more difficult to target, large targeting payoffs can occur by disabling the network server. Total system collapse can occur\(^ {149}\) A centrally controlled defense system still remains extremely vulnerable as long as its control path can be disabled.

Another area for improvement is the hardening of critical command and control systems. Potential adversaries are expected to improve hardening of critical operations centers to decrease vulnerability to air attack. The swiftness and accuracy of Coalition air attacks in the Gulf, showed the vulnerability of exposed command centers.

Finally, potential adversaries are unlikely to allow stealth to go undetected. Improving stealth detection capability can negate the U.S.’s current detection advantage. Several methods are already available to detect stealth platforms. Bi-static radar will allows the radar detection of low observable platforms by intercepting deflected energy.
from them. Additionally long wave IR detection systems are in development to detect aircraft skin temperature.

Defenses will continue to react to the attacker’s technological providing an adaptive protection system to critical assets.

Notes

88 critical node--An element, position, or communications entity whose disruption or destruction immediately degrades the ability of a force to command, control, or effectively conduct combat operations. Joint Pub 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, 23 March 94.


91 Numerous analysis techniques are available to determine critical nodes and vulnerabilities. Dynamic analysis as presented by Steven M. Rinaldi, Beyond the Industrial Web: Economic Synergies and Targeting Methodologies, (Maxwell AFB AL: Thesis, School of Advanced Airpower Studies, 1994) provides a tool for establishing a holistic approach to targeting by recognizing the adaptive nature of systems. Key to dynamic analysis is establishing the degree of coupling that a broken link has throughout a system.


93 Although U.S. attrition rates were historically below 1% since World War II, the Israelis suffered 5 percent attrition to surface defenses in the opening phases of the Yom Kippur War.
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Chapter 4

SEAD Value Modeling

This study value-modeled the SEAD mission to quantify airpower force qualities inherent in an air superiority operation. The emphasis of the model is on SEAD, but that does not preclude its use in determining priorities for other airpower mission elements. This study’s motivation for building and evaluating the SEAD model is to lend some insight into the mission’s complexity, while complementing the commander’s intuitive thinking. The purpose of this analysis was to understand the value of knowledge in conducting SEAD operations through decision modeling.

Classic decision making theory, in Joint Pub 3-56.1, *Command and Control for Joint Air Operations*, and Air Force Doctrine Document 2, *Theater Air Warfare*, describes the process for turning national objectives into war objectives and strategy. This process describes the inclusion of national and commander values concerning the sequencing and securing of objectives. One decision modeling method currently used by air planners, “strategy-to-tasks,” attempts to link these goals and objectives down to operational tasks. This methodology provides a framework for linking military tasks to their higher order objectives. In this manner, commanders and their staffs can trace the objective linked to a specific task. Unfortunately, strategy-to-tasks offers no insight into the intuitive tradeoffs used to determine the appropriate weight of effort to each task. It
basically provides an audit trail tracking asset allocation, but offers no guidance in making the allocation decision.\textsuperscript{153} Value modeling, on the other hand, provides one method to quantify normally subjective relationships. The value model highlights the elementary factors that define the overarching objective.

This study chose value modeling to explore SEAD force qualities for two reasons. First, Air Force 2025 developed a detailed value model that specifically addresses the employment of air and space power. This model represents hundreds of hours of work by field grade officers of diverse backgrounds towards defining the tasks and subtasks necessary for airpower employment. Its comprehensive collection of utility curves provided an excellent framework for analyzing SEAD elements.\textsuperscript{154} Second, value modeling is an established analytical tool for wargaming decision making qualities.\textsuperscript{155} The operations research community highly rates Keeney’s value focused thinking process for decision analysis, providing the theoretical basis for the technique.\textsuperscript{156}

The purpose of this research is not to provide a plug and chug model for crisis action planning or to replace strategy-to-tasks as a planning tool. Rather it is to provide insight into how desired attributes for tasks change throughout a campaign, based on objectives and the nature of the threat. This research highlights the lessons captured while value modeling SEAD.

\textbf{Value Modeling}

When facing a complex situation, a model, or abstract mental framework, can lend insight into the complexity of the circumstances and lead to better informed decisions. To gain insight from such a model, it should focus on the basis for the
decision situation’s complexity. This research uses a value model as a means to explore value choices through the identification and valuation of objectives.\textsuperscript{157} Value modeling, or multi-attribute analysis, allows the weighing of preferences by decomposing them into their attributes, or qualities, and defining utility curves that describe the value of each attribute. The motivation of this analysis is to lend insight into complex situations complementing intuitive thinking.\textsuperscript{158} Decision makers always incorporate values into decision situations, but value modeling explicitly highlights them by forcing the decision maker to quantify alternatives.

Essential to building a useful value model is establishing the situational objectives and their corresponding attributes. The first priority of the analyst is to identify a set of appropriate objectives. Then he must develop a structure combining the various objective attributes to reflect the decision maker’s preferences. Simply listing desired objectives is inadequate, the model must reflect tradeoffs and alternatives between objectives. Value-modeling compels the decision maker, or staff, to determine not only what objectives are important, but quantifies how much improvement affects the objective. The value hierarchy, or value tree is a graphical representation of the decision-maker’s values.
The value model is a hierarchical representation of objectives, functions, tasks, subtasks, force qualities and scoring functions. Figure 6 shows a notional value model. The value model, or value tree, is a branching structure with the most fundamental objective at the top. The lower level functions and tasks completely specify their higher level objective. Lower level categories must be mutually exclusive and completely exhaustive. In other words, the functions, tasks, and subtasks below the decision objective should represent it without repetition or duplication. The total collection of functions, tasks, subtasks, and force qualities should totally define the overall objective.

Objectives, Functions, Tasks, and Subtasks

Once establishing the overall objective, the analyst breaks it down into lower level functions, tasks, and subtasks. Therefore, the overarching objective is broken into functions. These functions are further broken into tasks and subtasks. The list of


Figure 6. Notional Value Model
functions, tasks, and subtasks should comprehensively define the top objective while at
the same time being as mutually exclusive as possible.

**Force Qualities**

Force qualities define a desired attribute to achieve a subtask.\(^{159}\) The force quality defines the measures of merit for an objective. Force quality attributes, to be useful, need to be measurable, operational, and understandable. Measurable means that the force quality can be quantitatively measured to describe the value judgment. Operational means that the attribute must describe the possible consequences with respect to the associated force quality. Finally, understandable requires each attribute to be unambiguous in describing consequences.\(^{160}\) For example, a force quality of sensor coverage is measurable--its pattern of coverage is a function of field of view and time over interest area. It is operational because different levels of coverage provide different levels of sensor capability. Finally, it is understandable because the commander understands the consequences of varying levels of coverage.

**Measures of Merit and Utility Curves**

Each force quality measure of merit gauges system performance. Each measure of merit has a range of outcomes, from worst to best. The utility curve provides a quantitative value of each force quality’s measure of merit.\(^{161}\)

Utility functions provide a quantitative means for measuring the relative system performance for each measure of merit. In decision situations with uncertainties, the utility function is a utility curve describing the adequacy of the measure of merit.
Additionally, defining the curve shape and slope lends insight into the value of changing force quality performance.162

Utility functions are the heart of the criteria tradeoff analysis. They give insight into the utility of a given measure of merit along with insight into the risk associated with improving the measure.163 The horizontal axes of the utility curves are the measures of merit, while the vertical axes provides a quantitative value score. The horizontal axis may be a qualitative measure, but the vertical axis is a score of value typically ranging from 0 to 1, 0 to 10, or 0 to 100. Developing these functions is a significant analytical task, since analysts must discern value tradeoffs for the full range of a given measure of merit.164

![Utility Curves Diagram](image)

**Figure 7. Increasing Utility Curves**

Figure 7 shows a set of three curves whose utility increases with the measure of merit. The relationship between the measure of merit, and its corresponding value determines the shape of the curve. The most basic utility curve is the linear return curve shown in figure 7. The linear function implies that the decision maker values each incremental increase in performance just as much as the preceding increment. Another
curve is the diminishing returns curve. For this curve, each incremental increase in performance provides less value than the preceding increment. In other words, some system performance level is “good enough” and improvement above that level provides marginal returns. Finally, a utility curve may show increasing returns where each incremental increase in performance is valued more than the preceding one. In this case, the function must meet a threshold of performance before having substantive value.

![Utility Curves Diagram](image)

**Figure 8. Decreasing Utility Curves**

Utility curves can also show decreasing utility, or a combination of two or more curves. Figure 8 shows typical decreasing curves. The logic for these curves is similar to the increasing performance curves. Curve shape once again reflects decision maker value tradeoffs for criteria performance. Finally, another type of utility curve is the S-curve that combines two or more of the curves depicted above.

The decision maker, or area experts, define the shape and value of the utility curves for the given force quality in elicitation sessions. They place emphasis on putting numerical values on qualitative merits, and determining the shape and steepness of the curves. To sketch the curves, participants are asked to compare the utility of a force
quality for several measure of merit values. The participants generate the curve by comparing numerous value tradeoffs necessary for force quality performance. For instance they are asked to decide if doubling a criteria’s performance doubles its utility, or does it change the value by some other increment. Through iteration of this process, a curve is developed.\textsuperscript{165}

![Diagram of Weighted Notional Value Model]

**Source:** Lt Col Jack A Jackson, Jr., et. al., “An operational analysis for Air Force 2025: An Application of Value Focused Thinking to Future Air and Space Capabilities.”

**Figure 9. Weighted Notional Value Model.**

**Weights**

A fully developed value model is complex, requiring a great deal of legwork to flesh out meaningful measures of merit and utility curves. After the hierarchical structure of the value model is complete, the decision maker determines the relative importance of the functions, tasks, subtasks, force qualities, and measures of merit. The decision maker ranks the criteria at each level of the model to determining the relative importance of the criteria.\textsuperscript{166} Figure 9 shows weights applied to the notional value model. Numerical
weights are assigned across each tier of the value model and the sum of each tier must equal one, implying that the sum of the sub-objectives totally defines the higher objective. By weighing sub-objectives and tasks the decision authority makes quality tradeoffs between these defining objectives. For instance, for function 2, the decision maker weighed task A’s and task B’s relative importance. By doing this, he places his value on these tasks. Prioritizing and weighing objectives throughout the model quantifies the stakeholder’s choices. The objective weights change to reflect the decision maker’s preferences for a given decision situation. Although impractical in a crisis situation, this tradeoff analysis gives the decision maker’s staff insight into his logic of forming and weighing preferences.

Applying the Value Model

The value tree has many uses for the decision maker. The valued set of objectives is very effective at communicating information about the objective. It provides a common understanding of the tasks necessary to perform an objective and the relative importance of the tasks. It also provides a guide for data collection. The process of determining measures of merit for force qualities compels the decision maker into determining quantifiable measures for qualities. Value modeling breaks a complex function, which may not have a direct measure, into force qualities which are each measurable. Multi-attribute analysis also provides a basis for creating and evaluating alternatives to a decision situation. The weighted value tree with scoring functions provides the framework for evaluating alternatives.167

Each alternative is forced through the value model from the bottom up. First, the analyst computes a utility score from the applicable utility curves. Each alternative is
assessed qualitatively over its measure of merit spectrum, and a utility score for each force quality is produced. If the utility score for that measure is zero then the force quality does not apply. Next, the analyst calculates weighted scores by multiplying the utility score by the product of all the branch weights, from the force quality to the highest level objective. An alternative's total score is the sum of all the weighted scores. The alternative with the highest score is the best choice for the decision situation.168

The notional model in figure 9 is used to show function 2 branch scoring. Scoring proceeds from the bottom of the value tree to the top. To score the function 2 branch, a given alternative is initially scored for its utility on all force quality utility curves. This notional alternative produces the following utility scores for the force qualities A1.1, A1.2, A1.3, A2, and B: A1.1=37, A1.2=62, A1.3=18, A2=36, and B=83. The scale for utility scores is zero to 100. The resulting function 2 tree branch score is:

\[
\text{score} = [(37)(0.45)(0.6)(0.7)(0.5) + (62)(0.35)(0.6)(0.7)(0.5) + (18)(0.2)(0.6)(0.7)(0.5)] + (36)(1.0)(0.40)(0.70)(0.50) + (83)(1.0)(1.0)(0.3)(0.5)]
\]
\[
= 3.50 + 4.56 + 0.76 + 5.04 + 12.45
\]
\[
= 26.31
\]

The analyst performs similar operations for every branch to score the alternative across the entire model. The value model quantitatively classifies qualitative alternatives through this scoring methodology. The highest scoring choice provides the most valued decision according to the scoring curves and decision maker weights.

For purposes of discussing SEAD, this study did not numerically score mission alternatives. Rather, it broke down a complex mission task into workable qualities and
measures of merit and analyzed a sampling of utility curves to gain insight into airpower’s role in SEAD.

SEAD Value Model

To understand SEAD’s role in airpower employment, one must determine its position within the overall airpower hierarchy. The Joint Force Commander, based on the Joint Force Air Component Commander’s (JFACC) recommendation, will not only have to apportion SEAD assets, but he will have to assign priorities between close air support, interdiction, and strategic attack to name a few. This SEAD value analysis does not place undue importance on its role in gaining air control, but rather breaks the complexity of SEAD into finite elements for discussing element tradeoffs in performing its mission accomplishment. The intent is to illuminate the essence of SEAD and lessons for the strategist in terms of the elements and functions discussed.

SEAD is a portion of the aerospace control role of Air Force doctrine. Other airpower roles include force application, force enhancement, and force support. The roles are not mutually exclusive and significant overlap between roles exists. For instance the force enhancement mission of electronic combat is critical to the effective application of SEAD.
Figure 10. Aerospace Control Missions.

The SEAD value model flows logically from the Air Force’s aerospace control role. Figure 10 shows the role of SEAD in the aerospace control role. According to AFM 1-1, aerospace control is normally the commander’s first priority since it permits air and surface forces to operate more effectively while denying advantage to the enemy\textsuperscript{169}. It provides freedom from attack and freedom to attack. As evident in Europe during World War II, and the Sinai in 1973, surface efforts gain effectiveness as aerospace control increases.

SEAD is one of the four missions comprising offensive counterair. Offensive counterair (OCA) consists of offensive operations aimed at destroying, disrupting, or limiting enemy air and missile threats. SEAD is one of the primary OCA missions. Joint Pub 3-01.4 and AFDD 10 classify SEAD operations as campaign (AOR/joint operations area) air defense suppression, localized suppression, and opportune suppression\textsuperscript{170}. The aerospace control depiction in figure 10 shows how SEAD fits into the overall aerospace
control effort. It is but a portion of the overall aerospace control role, but depending on
the threat, it may necessitate the greatest effort initially from the JFACC.

**Functions and Tasks**

- **Conduct (Operational Objective)**
  - **Know**
    - Detect
    - Recognize
    - Understand
  - **Plan**
    - Analyze
    - Sequence
  - **Execute**
    - Move
    - Shoot
    - Communicate

**Force Qualities**
- Area
- Points
- Responsiveness
- Update Frequency

**Source:** Frank Strickland, Jr. “It’s Not About Mousetraps,” *Joint Force Quarterly*, no. 13, Autumn 96, 93.

**Figure 11. NRO Operations Value Model.**

This study found two value models that specifically address the employment of military power in support of an operational mission. Figure 11 shows a model developed by the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) that addresses military operations conducting an operational objective. The model is fairly generic since it describes not only an air mission, but it also applies to land and sea missions. The major drawback of the model is that it is not exhaustive in describing tasks and force qualities. For example, it does not adequately address the logistics and training issues necessary to properly employ functional forces.
Another model, that specifically addresses the employment of air and space forces, is the Foundations 2025 Model. This model, developed by Air Force 2025 research at Air University provides a comprehensive collection of tasks, subtasks, and functions to perform an aerospace operational mission. Figure 12 shows only major tasks and subtasks. The complete model contains three functions, eight tasks, 29 subtasks, and 134 force qualities. Each of the force qualities contains a corresponding measure of merit and utility curve. Appendix A contains a compete list of subtasks, force qualities, and utility curves. This model provides a comprehensive collection of measures of merit and scoring functions to gain insight into a given operational objective.

Adapted from: Foundations 2025

Figure 13. SEAD Value Model—Functions and Tasks.
This study streamlined the Foundations 2025 model for SEAD analysis to provide a focused look at tasks specific to the SEAD mission. To streamline the model this study removed the distinction of separating environments between land, air, space, and cyberspace. The basic assumption underlying this reduction was that for the SEAD mission enemy systems reside on the ground, therefore the air, space, and cyberspace trees were eliminated from the Foundations model. The force qualities for these mediums are almost identical, so the separate distinctions clouded the issues of what is important to detect or engage a threat. By streamlining the foundations 2025 model the decision maker is forced to focus on force qualities, not platforms or mediums. Once streamlined, the Foundations 2025 model is very similar to the NRO model, except it presents a more comprehensive list of force qualities and utility functions.

Adapted from: Foundations 2025
Figure 14. Awareness Tasks, Subtasks, and Force Qualities

Figure 13 shows the SEAD value model used for this analysis. The top level functions and tasks are identical to the Foundations 2025 model. The lower layers, however, show the streamlining of subtasks and force qualities. Figure 14 shows the tasks, subtasks, and force qualities for the awareness function. Awareness is knowing, understanding, or cognizance of a situation through observing, detecting and identifying to facilitate directing and communicating an informed decision. Areas in the shaded boxes list the force qualities requiring utility curves.

Figure 15 depicts the value tree for SEAD’s reach function. Reach provides the ability to expand the range or scope of influence while sustaining this influence by maintaining and replenishing.

Adapted from: Foundations 2025

Figure 15. Reach Tasks, Subtasks, and Force Qualities
Figure 16. Power Tasks, Subtasks, and Force Qualities

Finally figure 16 shows the value tree for the power function. Power, as defined here, is the ability to overtly or covertly affect, control, manipulate, deny, exploit, or destroy targets and the ability to survive while affecting targets.173

These value trees provide the structure for understanding the complexity of the SEAD mission. This model breaks SEAD into its most basic elements and allows analysis of individual aspects contributing to the mission. By analyzing individual utility curves and weighing force qualities, subtasks, tasks, and functions, the decision maker presents a comprehensive framework establishing relationships between the value of each element as it relates to the whole process.

SEAD Force Qualities and Scoring Functions

To understand the nature of SEAD, this study concentrated on analyzing utility curves for SEAD force qualities. Specifically, the understand and detect tasks were

Adapted from: Foundations 2025
analyzed (figure 14). The purpose of this analysis was to understand the value of knowledge in conducting SEAD operations. An analysis of all 61 utility functions is beyond this study’s scope. Additionally, since task weights are a function of the specific situation and commander’s values, they will not be specifically addressed. To completely value model SEAD elements, the commander and staff should weigh each task and subtask to determine value and risk propensity for a specific situation.

The fundamental proposition of the value modeling is that it is possible to obtain a numerical expression for a decision maker’s preferences. Foundations 2025 proves to be an excellent resource for exploring these preferences, except for the utility curve logic is left to the reader to determine. An important resource was lost by not defining the logic of the curves, and that is the goal here. By defining the logic, future decision makers can understand why variations exist in force quality values.

A team of experienced aircraft operators generated utility functions for the detect and understand tasks of awareness to determine the logic of utility curve shape. This study chose participants that had a high level of operational experience, especially those with combat experience. The following participated: Maj John Carter, A-10 Desert Storm, weapon school instructor; Maj Chris Chambliss, F-16; Maj Scott Grantham, USMC, AV-8, numerous small conflict operations; Maj Kent Laughbaum, F-15E, weapon school instructor; Maj Steve Seroka, F-15; Maj Scott Walker, F-16 Bosnia, weapon school graduate. This study evaluated the consistency between the SEAD elicitation group and AF 2025 derived curves by comparing the general shape of the curves. Unless noted, the analysis compares SEAD curves with AF 2025 curves for “On Surface” force qualities. If a high level of consistency between the curves was seen, the study assumed
that similar logic defined the curves. If great inconsistencies existed, a SEAD user would have to perform elicitation sessions with area experts to adequately define utility values. The participants did not have access to the AF 2025 curves during the session. All curves were derived without knowledge of AF 2025 values. Measures of merit for the utility curves were generalized to protect classified information.

This research highlights significant lessons exposed by the elicitation session and utility curves. The SEAD elicitation group (SEAD-EG) evaluated force qualities across the phases of conflict, from planning to war termination. Unless noted in the figure, curve shape remained consistent throughout the phases.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Coverage.* The first force quality for detection was coverage. Figure 17 shows the Foundations 2025 utility function. The values of detection coverage reflects the global airpower outlook of AF 2025. The function reflects this outlook because systems that give only a regional detection capability rate poorly. A noteworthy finding is that the systems value rapidly decreases as the coverage area decreases.
The SEAD-EG derived curve, on the other hand, reflects the theater perspective of a JFACC staff providing SEAD planning. The curve reflects the regional nature of a JFACC staff, therefore globally capable systems score lower than ones that provide the essential capability. The SEAD-EG curve does show the same rapid decrease in score with smaller than regional detection capability. Additionally, SEAD elicitation group participants derived a curve reflecting a wide range of coverage versus the AF 2025 histogram.

The shape of the curve stays constant through the three types of SEAD. At the operational level, the SEAD-EG participants stated that they wanted to maintain regional detection capability. The type of SEAD had little impact on the size of detection area desired, though logically for a localized SEAD operation a smaller coverage area may be reasonable. Factors deciding coverage area included ingress and egress routing, and vulnerability outside the target area. With the curve in figure 18, the SEAD-EG felt that they would be able to adequately detect pop-up threats within the entire area of responsibility.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Timeliness.* Timeliness refers to the revisit rate of detection capability. Sensor detection capability drives the ability to get timely emerging information to decision makers. The measure of merit is time between sensor visits.

Figure 19 shows AF 2025 values for timeliness. High sensor revisit rate assumes a surveillance function, while 24 hour or greater rates show a propensity for reconnaissance. After a fairly short sensor revisit period, the AF 2025 discounts the
ability to detect. Apparently the goal of the group was to provide nearly constant detection capability.

Figure 19. AF 2025 Timeliness Utility Function

Figure 20. SEAD-EG Timeliness Utility Function

The SEAD elicitation group, on the other hand, made a distinction between the buildup and execution phases of the conflict. This group determined that in the buildup phase (solid line) a sensor visit rate was acceptable as long as it could detect changes in enemy status. For instance, in SEAD, target mobility determines sensor revisit rate necessary. A revisit rate inside this value is nearly as good as constant surveillance. Therefore, the curve drops off slowly at first, but a rapid decline occurs at the time where major threats can reposition. On the other hand, during the execution phase (dotted line),
the curve is close to the AF 2025 derived curve. Detection coverage in this phase needs to be nearly constant to counter any emerging threats.

Once again, the level of convergence between AF 2025 and the SEAD elicitation group is acceptable. The curves have the same basic shape, with the exception that the SEAD-EG has made performance tradeoffs, by phase of operations, in determining an acceptable level of criteria performance. Therefore, timeliness is a function of operations tempo. Sensor revisit rate should change with operations tempo to provide adequate information on a changing threat.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Accuracy.* Accuracy is the ability of a sensor to pinpoint a detected target on the earth’s surface using a suitable reference system. It is a measure of the pointing ability of the detector. Curves derived by the SEAD and AF 2025 elicitation groups were nearly identical with the exception that SEAD-EG participants defined accuracy with a continuous curve, while AF 2025 lumped accuracy figures into a histogram. Both figure's curves, however, reflect the fact that weapon system requirements drive accuracy needs. For instance, the desire to detect an SA-2 accurately depends on what the air operations center does with that information. In the case of the SA-2, the detection accuracy only needs to be good enough to get the right weapon system to counter it. Both curves have a system

![Figure 21. Accuracy Utility Functions](image-url)
dependent critical point where the accuracy score rapidly declines. This curve remained constant over the duration of the war and regardless of the type of SEAD envisioned.

Only the requisite accuracy to target adversary threats is necessary from a detection system. Efforts to increase detection accuracy beyond weapons system capability provide only marginal returns.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Scope.* Scope is the amount of time that the sensor may operate unrestricted by environmental conditions. For instance, the desired trend is for a given detection sensor to provide day/night all weather capability. Environmental conditions severely degrade many visual or infra-red sensors, even when positioned to provide accurate, timely coverage.

AF 2025 groups rated scope as an increasing returns utility function. They scored it fairly low until the detection capability was nearly 100 percent of coverage. The 2025 group rated the need for all weather coverage as very important for detection.

**Figure 22. AF 2025 Scope Utility Function**

The SEAD elicitation group, conversely, rated scope as a diminishing return function. They stated that having any capability was important and the all weather
capability was a goal, not a hard requirement. In the buildup (solid line), or preparation phase of a conflict, the team thought that with time they would be able to fill holes missing from full time coverage. They did acknowledge that detection gaps would open them to surprise from the enemy, but they felt less concerned by the few all weather threat systems. Once war execution had begun (dotted line), however, the curve approaches the shape of the AF 2025 derived curve. The major difference is that the SEAD elicitation group acknowledged a diminishing return in pursuing 100 percent, all weather, all day coverage.

Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Resolution. Resolution is the ability to tell an item’s function once detected and to separate is from background or clutter. For example, with a low level of resolution a sensor might detect vehicles on a road. With increased resolution, tracked vehicles may be discernible. Finally, specific types of vehicles may be detected with better resolution.

![Resolution Utility Functions](image)

**Figure 24. Resolution Utility Functions**
AF 2025 and the SEAD-EG produced nearly identical resolution utility curves. Both groups admitted to desiring a certain level of resolution, after which returns were diminishing. The SEAD elicitation group additionally added that the resolution requirements increase once the commander commits forces to action (dotted line). They stated that increased detection resolution was necessary to rapidly sort friend from foe threats. This capability is to reduce detection ambiguity once shooting begins.
Only the requisite resolution to target adversary threats is necessary from a detection system. Efforts to increase detection resolution beyond that provide only marginal returns.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Sensor Variety.* The spectral coverage force quality is the source of a major divergence between the SEAD and AF 2025 teams. The AF 2025 group rated sensor variety with a diminishing returns utility function. Although the AF 2025 reports do not explicitly state the logic, the curve shows that each additional sensor provides a marginal increase in detection capability. The utility curve in figure 25 shows such a function.

The SEAD elicitation group, on the other hand, linked spectral completeness with the ability for an adversary to hide undetected. Their curve shows increasing returns to 100 percent spectral coverage. They explain the curve logic using a stealth argument. An adversary will be unable to surprise U.S. forces with stealth capability if 100 percent of the electromagnetic spectrum is covered with sensor capability. On the other hand, gaps in spectral coverage provide areas where an adversary can develop systems for exploitation. The SEAD-EG logic argues that full spectral coverage can provide a force with information dominance. This information dominance prevents surprise on the battlefield.

Complete detection of the electromagnetic spectrum allows information dominance and prevents surprise on the battlefield. Stealth of any manner is not possible with
complete spectral coverage. Systems with stealth characteristics in one area of the electromagnetic spectrum will be detected in other areas of the spectrum.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Detect; Force Quality: Unobtrusiveness.* Another force quality where the AF 2025 and SEAD-EG curves greatly differed was on the unobtrusiveness force quality. Unobtrusiveness is the ability to detect enemy action or capability without his knowledge. Differing assumptions explains the difference between the curves. AF 2025 defines unobtrusiveness in detection as a positive quality, while the SEAD elicitation group rated it based on the desired effect.

AF 2025 rated unobtrusiveness with an descending S-curve. This curve reflects the traditional thinking that the best military advantage is gained when detection is unobserved. They suppose that unobtrusiveness provides a military advantage inherent for surprise. Infra-red search and track systems are examples of unobtrusive detection systems.

The SEAD elicitation group curves reflect the JFACC’s intent in his detection efforts. They claimed that a decreasing value curve was valid for surprise situations, but that a commander may want to use detection efforts to intimidate an enemy. The Wild Weasel mission is a classic example of this intimidation. During Desert Storm, Iraqi radars shut down due to the mere presence of an F-4G radar emission since they were so effective in targeting radars. The intimidator values enemy knowledge of his detection efforts. The intimidation provides a deterrent effect. The illuminating factor of the
curve is that stealth is not an enhancing characteristic and may not fulfill the commanders needs in some situations.

![Graph showing curves for Intimidator and Surprise with % Enemy Knowledge on the x-axis and a range of 0 to 100% on the y-axis.]

**Figure 28. SEAD-EG Unobtrusiveness Utility Function**

Unobtrusiveness is not always a positive force quality. Obtrusive detection efforts can have a significant deterrent quality. Stealth platforms performing SEAD may sometimes need to “show presence” to display total domination to an adversary’s forces.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Understand; Subtask: Identify.*

The data and processing requirements are greater to identify a threat or target than they are for mere detection. Force qualities for identification are accuracy, timeliness, and traceability.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Understand; Subtask: Identify; Force Quality: Accurate.* Accurate identification requires correctly identifying detected threats or systems. AF 2025 and the SEAD-EG placed a high value on the ability to accurately ID (figure 29). The AF 2025 curve is nearly identical to the values attributed by the SEAD elicitation group participants. According to the utility curve, the group placed great emphasis on accurate identification. Conversely, information that was less...
than 80 percent accurate scored fairly poorly. According to the SEAD elicitation group, the point of inflection depends on the type of war and lethality of environment. For instance, for a peace operation or limited military operation, ROE usually dictates accurate ID before weapon employment. During medium to high intensity conflict, on the other hand, ROE usually allows looser weapon employment. These differing environments change the point where the curve rapidly rises.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Understand; Subtask: Identify; Force Quality: Timely.* Just as in detection, information is of little value if it does not arrive in time to affect a decision. The shapes of the curves are very similar to the utility of timeliness in detection.

The AF 2025 groups provided a histogram that reflects importance in early identification. The function rapidly decreases as identification is too late to affect a battle decision. Figure 30 shows the AF 2025 function. The function appears to be a linear relationship with each step in lateness providing a linear decrease in score.
The SEAD elicitation group provided a utility curve that also reflects the need for timely information. The function shows a rapid decrease after the “just in time” value. They made the function a linear decrease initially, however, to stress that efforts to ensure early identifications are worthwhile. The group stressed that although “just in time” was good enough in most cases, they would invest resources to provide earlier identification. In fact, they purposely made the function linear initially to show that the increased identification time provides a corresponding increase in value.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Understand; Subtask: Identify; Force Quality: Traceable.*

Traceability is the ability to track the source of the information thereby providing confidence in the data. The assumption underlying traceability is that the dependability of the information is highly dependent on its source. If early warning data from a system with high false alarm rates is not traceable within an air defense system, that data could cause bigger problems as higher levels integrate it. The decision maker’s confidence in the presented information is dependent on its traceability.

Both the AF 2025, and SEAD elicitation groups, present curves showing increasing returns for increasing traceability. The SEAD elicitation group stated that accountability
for data made it more predictable and believable. Data from known sources is preferred over unknown or marginal data.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Understand; Subtask: Integrate.*

Another subtask under the understand task is the ability to integrate the information to provide a fused view of the battlefield. The objective of the fused battlefield view is to derive more information through combining sources, than is present in any individual element of input data. Integration provides a synergy of enhancing each individual sensor’s effectiveness.\(^{177}\) This ability requires the force qualities of battlespace view, timeliness, and correlation.

*Function: Awareness; Task: Understand; Subtask: Integrate; Force Quality: Battlespace View.* Battlespace view is the definition of the relevance of information provided to the operational commander. The commander needs a view which is relevant without being flooded by unnecessary information. Clausewitz, in *On War*, warned against the blizzard of irrelevant data in war, distracting the judgment of the commander.\(^{178}\)

Figure 33 shows the AF 2025 utility curve for battlespace view and its corresponding measure of merit, percentage of relevant data. The curve initially slopes steeply, then becomes nearly linear from 10 percent to 100 percent. The curve suggests that any increase in relevance provides a proportionate increase in battlespace view.
The SEAD elicitation group derived curve in figure 34 shows nearly the same curve for data relevance, with the exception that the relevancy standard is much higher. They stated that the battlespace view was fairly useless until a minimum standard of relevancy was reached. Until that point, the value of the function is zero. Once a significant amount of relevant data is available the curve rises very steeply until a point of diminishing returns is reached. The group specifically wanted to score poorly situations where the majority of the information was irrelevant. They thought that without a large percentage of relevant data understanding would be severely degraded.

**Function:** Awareness; **Task:** Understand; **Subtask:** Integrate; **Force Quality:** Timeliness. Just as in detection and identification, timeliness is a critical integration quality. Integrated information has little value if it arrives too late to affect a crucial decision situation. Like the earlier timeliness utility curves (figures 30 and 31) both SEAD and AF 2025 elicitation groups showed rapidly declining values for late arriving information. Once again AF 2025 showed a fairly rapid decrease in value, while the SEAD elicitation group valued the importance of improving the timeliness of information.

**Function:** Awareness; **Task:** Understand; **Subtask:** Integrate; **Force Quality:** Correlation. One of the major problems with information can be the lack of correlation. Pilots, during Desert Storm complained, about threat maps being clogged with uncorrelated information. Numerous threat sites were depicted on maps, even though...
crews determined the sites were disabled or reported incorrectly. No system functioned to remove threats from the maps. Finally pilots ignored threat information because of too many inaccurate missile sites were depicted. Intelligence had failed to correlate threat reports from numerous sources, as well as marking sites targeted and destroyed earlier. 179

AF 2025 and SEAD elicitation groups showed some divergence in the correlation force quality. AF 2025 shows a diminishing returns curve for the ability to correlate properly new information with historical data. The SEAD elicitation group, conversely, put much more emphasis on the negative value of poorly correlated information. They placed increased emphasis on properly correlated data by forcing a very steep slope to the curve. They acknowledged diminishing returns in attempting 100 percent correlation, but placed more emphasis on a high level of correlation. They also had a strong aversion to poorly correlated data. Like the relevancy function, they forced poor utility scores on poorly correlated information. Their intent was to insure that information provides a realistic view of the theater situation. For instance, if several sensors detected and identified one threat, they wanted it fused into a single report. With poor correlation the same threat could be reported several times, providing a false view of the real situation.

Figure 35. AF 2025 Correlation Utility Function
Poorly correlated data contributes to the “fog and friction” of war rather than reducing it. Data fusion efforts require a significant degree of correlation to provide a synergistic view of the battlespace.

Summary

Value modeling provides an instrument for breaking a complex problem into its constituent parts for analysis. By fracturing a complex problem into individual parts, the decision maker can better understand all elements that make an operational art task. Additionally, utility function scoring provides an opportunity for planners and decision makers to understand assumptions and tradeoffs inherent in the measures of merit and force qualities underlying an operational objective.

The scoring function analysis provides insight into the details of SEAD information requirements. The SEAD elicitation group found the scoring exercise useful in determining tradeoffs between differing measures of merit. For instance, the curves provided a basis for tradeoff analysis when two or more of the force qualities conflicted. Additionally, the scoring function itself helped capture the logic of the value of each function as it fits in the whole. Elicitation sessions forced experienced operators to
articulate and defend logic for curve shape. This logic provided insight into the information requirements to perform SEAD.

The SEAD elicitation group forced no changes to the curves depending on the type of SEAD desired. In all cases, the scoring functions were the same for campaign, localized, and opportune SEAD. The nature and phase of the war, on the other hand, changed several scoring functions. Once again, this provides insight to the planner on how the nature and phase of conflict change the mission tasks.

Specific lessons derived from the utility curve analysis were:

**Task: Detect**

*Force Quality: Coverage.* Minor Finding: Detection systems lose value unless they provide coverage over the entire area of operations. Without this coverage, the commander is vulnerable to surprise from the adversary. On the other hand, greater than regional coverage provides the commander with little additional value.

*Force Quality: Timeliness.* Minor Finding: Timeliness is a function of operations tempo. Sensor revisit rate should change with operations tempo to provide adequate information for the rate the threat can change.

*Force Quality: Accuracy.* Major Finding: Only the requisite accuracy to target adversary threats is necessary from a detection system. Efforts to increase detection accuracy beyond weapons system capability provide only marginal returns.

*Force Quality: Scope.* Minor Finding: Commanders desire all weather capability in information gathering systems, but until the execution phase of a conflict, less than 100 percent coverage is adequate. Once forces are committed to action, or hostilities are imminent, increased scope is desired.
**Force Quality: Resolution.** Major Finding. Only the requisite resolution to target adversary threats is necessary from a detection system. Efforts to increase detection resolution provide only marginal returns.

**Force Quality: Sensor Variety.** Major Finding. Complete detection of the electromagnetic spectrum allows information dominance and prevents surprise on the battlefield. Stealth of any manner is not possible with complete spectral coverage.

**Force Quality: Unobtrusiveness.** Major Finding. Unobtrusiveness is not always a positive force quality. Obtrusive detection efforts can have a significant deterrent quality. Stealth platforms sometimes need to “show presence” to display total domination to an adversary’s forces.

**Task: Understand; Subtask: Identify**

**Force Quality: Accuracy.** Minor Finding. The requirement for accurate identification depends on the type of war and lethality of environment. Intensity of conflict and rules of engagement drive requirements for identification accuracy.

**Force Quality: Timely.** Minor Finding. The value of threat identification rapidly decreases once the decision situation is reached. Late information has little or no value. Early identification of adversary threats enhances effectiveness and these efforts are worthwhile to the strategist.

**Force Quality: Traceable.** Minor Finding. Data accountability made it more predictable and believable. Data from known sources is preferred over unknown or marginal data because is increases the decision maker’s confidence in the presented information.
Task: Understand; Subtask: Integrate

*Force Quality: Battlespace View.* Minor Finding. Irrelevant data skews the commander’s view of the battlespace. Until a high standard of relevant information is reached, the commander is distracted with information that lends no insight into the conflict.

*Force Quality: Timeliness.* Minor Finding. One again late information, at any stage of the information gathering process, is relatively useless to the strategist. Information systems should provide relevant information in a timely manner. Additionally, the strategist must prioritize his information needs to ensure timely receipt of desired information.

*Force Quality: Correlation.* Major Finding. Poorly correlated data contributes to the “fog and friction of war” rather than reducing it. Data fusion efforts require a significant degree of correlation to provide a synergistic view of the battlespace.

To understand the dynamic nature of SEAD and value tradeoffs, utility curve analysis is necessary for the remaining force qualities. The analysis above provides insight only into the complexity of SEAD information needs.

Although the utility functions did not change, the SEAD elicitation group stated that the tree weights would change depending on the type of SEAD. As shown on the notional model (figure 9), the weights of tasks and subtasks are weighed due to reflect the decision makers values in accomplishing the main objective. In the SEAD case, the group felt that the decision maker's weights for awareness, reach, and power, and their tasks and subtasks, would change depending on the nature of the task.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Air control can be established by superiority in numbers, by better employment, by better equipment, or by a combination of these factors.

—Carl “Tooey” Spaatz

Ground defenses are more potent than ever envisioned by Mitchell or Douhet, but airborne countermeasures eventually reign supreme in the quest for air superiority. Airpower provides flexibility unmatched by any ground defense. On the other hand, ground-based defenses have been able to inflict horrific losses on airborne attackers. The German defense of Schweinfurt, and Syrian defense of the Golan Heights are but two examples of the threats airmen must face. Airmen should neutralize surface defenses during the opening phases of a war, providing an environment for the exploitation of air superiority.

The nature of SEAD changes with differing threats, and countering technologies. Many SEAD professionals envision it only in the terms of suppressing defenses with HARM missiles. But with advancements in technology and doctrine, defense suppression has become much more flexible. This study of SEAD provides a foundation for training the planner’s mind for thinking about the nature of defense suppression and countering changing threats.
This study showed how SEAD operational objectives change with the nature and maturity of an air campaign. Historical analysis provided the backdrop for understanding the development of SEAD capability while highlighting its evolution from a reactive to a proactive measure. This section furnished a foundation for studying SEAD objectives and strategy. Next, an air defense system evaluation provided understanding of the target and how system operations change depending on the control mechanism. The analysis provided insight into high payoff objectives depending on the nature of the threat. Finally, this study performed a value-model analysis on SEAD information gathering tasks to quantify a small portion of airpower force qualities inherent in a SEAD operation. Motivation for building and evaluating the SEAD model was to lend some insight into the mission’s complexity, while complementing the commander’s intuitive thinking. Combined, these discussion areas highlighted the nature of SEAD and provided a source document for discussing SEAD strategy.

Limitations

Two factors limited the scope of this study; classification and the complexity of the mission. First, the goal of this study was to provide insight on SEAD to audiences not privy to classified information. This study considers SEAD without emphasis on individual systems to allow discussion in an open forum. Traditionally, papers involving defense suppression remain classified due to the analyses of particular systems and capabilities. This study aimed at macro level discussion of notional defenses to allow free discussion of the topic. Any true SEAD situation will involve much more complex scenarios requiring in-depth, and classified, system analysis. Second, this study
attempted to capture the nature of SEAD by value-modeling its functions, providing insight into force qualities and measures of merit. Due to space and time limitations, this research analyzed the detection and understanding subtasks only, for insight on how they affect an operational mission. Further analysis on the remaining awareness, reach, and power force qualities will allow consideration of other value tradeoffs. Additionally, the Foundations 2025 model should be wargamed to document the worth of its established collection of utility curves.

**Practice**

The collection of historical development, air defense system analysis, and value-modeling provides insight to train the mind of the commander on what to expect when operations begin. Maj Gen John Corder, CENTAF Deputy for Operations during Desert Storm offered his insight into the nature of a SEAD operation. He considered the intelligence preparation of the battlefield to be excellent, due primarily to the time offered in the 6 month buildup. He felt confident on the first night of the war that he knew how the Iraqi IADs operated, and the effect he attempting to impose on it. After several days into the war, however, everything seemed chaotic. He had no confidence in the picture of the Iraqi IADs. After several days of worry, he decided that chaos must be the IADs picture that a successful campaign should see. The successful dismantling of Iraqi IADs command and control combined with the fog of war presented a confused battle picture. Gen Corder reasoned that if intelligence could adequately describe Iraqi operation then he probably did not affect the system sufficiently. The coalition successfully attacked the air defenses and drove them into chaotic, autonomous operations. His measure of success
was aircraft attrition rates. As long as rates were low, he considered himself successful. He also considered the number of SAM launches as a measure of merit because he aimed to totally dominate and intimidate the air defense operators. Infrequent or unguided launches were seen as success.\textsuperscript{182} Historical study, defense system analysis, and value modeling provide the tools for the commander for framing battlefield decisions.

Gen Corder’s scenario highlights the dynamic nature of war and the complexity of the environment. This study has provided a view into the complexities of SEAD, and hopefully will offer insight to future planners on how to develop an effective suppression strategy.

\textbf{Notes}


\textsuperscript{181} With the introduction of stealth, combined with GPS guided precision munitions, the nature of SEAD will likely change away from missile engagements with threat radars. Zachary A. Lum, “Air Force Lethal SEAD: Goodbye Weasel...Hello Shark,” \textit{Journal of Electronic Defense} 17, no. 2 (February 1994), 34-39.

\textsuperscript{182} Maj Gen John Corder (Ret), CENTAF Deputy for Operations, interviewed by author, 15 April 1995.
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